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business activities.

Action by the plaintiff, McIsaac, against the defendant, Healthy Body Services, for damages for
breach of contract. In 1997, the plaintiff and the defendant entered into a written agreement granting
the plaintiff the exclusive right to market and sell the defendant's health products in British
Columbia and Alberta. The agreement had a five-year term which the plaintiff renewed in 2002. He
commenced his action shortly thereafter and gave notice of termination of the agreement in 2003.
The plaintiff contended that the defendant repeatedly breached the agreement by unilaterally
reducing or refusing to pay commission and other compensation owed under the contract, and by
selling product into the territory governed by the agreement. He claimed that but for the defendant's
breaches, he would have exercised his right to renew the contract for a second term between 2007
and 2012. The plaintiff claimed damages of $4.4 million for past and future loss. The defendant
submitted that it paid the plaintiff according to the terms of their contract and that any damages
sustained by the plaintiff were minimal. The defendant further submitted that any future loss
suffered by the plaintiff was fully mitigated. Following termination of the parties' agreement, the
plaintiff started his own health products distribution venture. It incurred significant losses until
2008, when it turned a small profit. In 2008, the plaintiff sold the company and became a consultant
with the purchaser for a five-year term. The defendant's defence was struck due to repeated failure
of its representative to attend for examination for discovery. The primary issue at trial was
assessment of damages and the extent to which the plaintiff mitigated his losses post-termination
through the operation and sale of his company.

HELD: Action allowed in part. The plaintiff established a claim for past loss in the amount of
$130,000, comprised of commissions improperly reduced by the defendant, and non-payment of
certain commissions, base salary and client servicing fees. Otherwise, the defendant paid the
plaintiff commissions pursuant to the agreed upon changes to the commission structure. Past loss
claims in situations where clients negotiated and placed their orders through their head offices
directly with the defendant were rejected. The plaintiff had no direct involvement or connection
with sales of the defendant's product to those clients. The claim for future loss was rejected. Given
the plaintiff's other business activities, it was unlikely that he would have renewed the agreement
for an additional term. Had the agreement not been terminated, the defendant would likely have
held the plaintiff in breach of his obligation to exercise best efforts. Although the cumulative effect
of the defendant's unilateral changes constituted a fundamental breach and repudiation of the
agreement, the plaintiff fully mitigated any consequent damages through the operation and sale of
his company.

Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:

British Columbia Supreme Court Rules, Rule 19(15), Rule 24(1), Rule 24(8)

Law and Equity Act, RSBC 1996, CHAPTER 253, s. 36(1)
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Counsel:

Counsel for the Plaintiff: B. Hardwick.

Counsel for the Defendant: S. Gudmundseth, Q.C., A. Gay, J. Gartner.

Reasons for Judgment

P.J. PEARLMAN J.:--

Introduction

1 The plaintiff Kevin McIsaac seeks an assessment of damages for breach of the contract he
made with the defendant Healthy Body Services Inc. ("HBS") for the exclusive right to market and
sell the defendant's health products. Mr. McIsaac claims damages for past and future loss in the
amount of $4,411,500.00.

2 The defendant contends that for the most part it paid the plaintiff according to the terms of their
contract from time to time in force; that any damages sustained by the plaintiff were minimal; and
that Mr. McIsaac fully mitigated any claim he may have for future loss.

Overview: the Parties, the Agreement, and the Dispute

3 The plaintiff is a Kelowna businessman with substantial experience in the marketing and sales
of sports nutrition and other health products.

4 HBS is a national distributor of health products with a head office in Toronto, Ontario.

5 In 1997, HBS was the exclusive Canadian distributor for the ProLab line of health products,
and expected to become the distributor for other manufacturers of health products.

6 On July 28, 1997, HBS and Mr. McIsaac entered into a written agreement by which HBS
granted to the plaintiff the exclusive right to market and sell its health products in British Columbia
for a term of five years. The agreement set out the compensation, including commission, payable by
HBS to Mr. McIsaac for his services, and granted to the plaintiff two options to renew, each for a
further term of five years.

7 The plaintiff also claims that on or about October 1, 1998, the defendant agreed in writing that
he would have the right to sell the defendant's health products in Alberta, and that all of the terms of
the parties' sales and marketing agreement for British Columbia applied to all sales of the
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defendant's product in excess of $25,000 per month generated in Alberta.

8 Throughout these reasons, I will refer to the agreement made between the plaintiff and the
defendant for the marketing and sale of the defendant's products in British Columbia and Alberta as
the "Agreement". Where I refer specifically to the original written contract made between the
parties on July 28, 1997, I use the term "the July 28, 1997 Agreement".

9 Mr. McIsaac claims that the defendant repeatedly breached the Agreement by unilaterally
reducing or refusing to pay the commission and other compensation due to him.

10 The plaintiff exercised the right to renew contained in the July 28, 1997 Agreement for the
five-year term commencing July 28, 2002 and expiring July 27, 2007.

11 Mr. McIsaac claimed at trial that but for the defendant's breaches of contract, he would have
exercised his right to renew for the second renewal term of five years from July 28, 2007 to July 27,
2012.

12 On December 11, 2002, the plaintiff commenced this action claiming damages for breaches by
HBS of the Agreement. His statement of claim does not contain a pleading that the defendant's
conduct constituted a fundamental breach of contract or that the defendant had repudiated the
Agreement and the plaintiff had accepted that repudiation.

13 However, a month later, on January 10, 2003, the plaintiff's then solicitor wrote to the
defendant. He asserted that HBS had unilaterally reduced commissions payable to the plaintiff; had
directly sold product into the territory governed by the Agreement; had failed to pay the draw due to
the plaintiff on January 1, 2003; and had failed to provide documents repeatedly requested by Mr.
McIsaac concerning total sales of HBS product in the plaintiff's territory. The plaintiff's solicitor
went on to state that his letter served as notice that as a consequence of these breaches, the
Agreement between HBS and the plaintiff was now terminated.

14 In July 2003, the plaintiff launched his own health products distribution venture, which he
operated through his company, McIsaac Distribution Ltd. ("MDL"). The plaintiff did so to attempt
to mitigate his losses. Until 2008, when it recorded a small profit, MDL incurred significant losses.

15 As I discuss in more detail below, in 2007, following the repeated failure of the defendant's
representative to attend for his examination for discovery, the plaintiff made a successful
application to strike the statement of defence of HBS, and then entered default judgment for
damages to be assessed.

16 On October 31, 2008, MDL sold all of its assets to a numbered company controlled by a
national manufacturer and distributor of sports supplements. MDL entered into a consulting contract
with the purchaser for a five-year term commencing October 1, 2008, by which the numbered
company pays MDL monthly consulting fees. The extent to which the plaintiff has mitigated his
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losses through the operations and subsequent sale of MDL became a significant issue in the trial of
this action.

Issues

17 The issues raised at trial include:

a) the extent to which the defendant, despite the striking of the statement of
defence, might adduce evidence relating to amendments to the Agreement,
contingencies and mitigation;

b) the terms of the Agreement from time to time in force between the parties;
c) the assessment of damages sustained by the plaintiff to January 2003,

when the plaintiff terminated the Agreement;
d) whether the plaintiff might amend his statement of claim at the conclusion

of the trial to plead fundamental breach and repudiation when those claims
were not included in his pleading at the time that the plaintiff took default
judgment;

e) whether the defendant's breaches of the Agreement constituted
fundamental breach;

f) the assessment of damages for future loss; and
g) the extent to which the plaintiff mitigated any future losses.

The Striking of the Statement of Defence

18 On April 23, 2007, as a result of five failures of the defendant's representative, Mr. Kichuk, to
attend for his examination for discovery, Mr. Justice Barrow made an order striking the defendant's
statement of defence and allowing the plaintiff's claim to proceed as if no statement of defence had
been filed: McIsaac v. Healthy Body Services Inc., 2007 BCSC 612.

19 On November 16, 2007, by oral reasons for judgment, now indexed as McIsaac v. Healthy
Body Services Inc., 2007 BCCA 580, the Court of Appeal dismissed the defendant's appeal from the
judgment of Barrow J.

The Judgment in Default of Defence

20 On November 28, 2007, the plaintiff obtained a judgment in default of defence, by which the
Court ordered that the defendant pay to the plaintiff damages and costs to be assessed.

The Deemed Admissions Rule and Its Application

21 Where, as here, the plaintiff obtains judgment in default, generally the allegations of fact
contained in the statement of claim are deemed to be admitted.

22 The defendant submits that there are limits to the deemed admissions rule. First, where default
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judgment is obtained, the assessment of damages is limited to those damages that flow from the
claim as pleaded: Chand v. Sran, 2002 BCSC 1802 at para. 22.

23 HBS argues that the plaintiff's failure to plead repudiation by the defendant and acceptance of
that repudiation by Mr. McIsaac precludes the plaintiff from relying upon any deemed admission
respecting its claim for future loss.

24 Further, the plaintiff must still meet the burden of proving the loss claimed. HBS argues that
in this case, the plaintiff must prove the terms of the contract upon which he relies. The defendant
says that the proper interpretation of the Agreement is a matter for the court, and is not governed by
any deemed admission.

25 The defendant also submits that notwithstanding the striking of the statement of defence, the
Court retains a residual jurisdiction to ensure that justice is done, and that there is no obligation on
the Court to award damages based on a fictitious claim. HBS maintains that the plaintiff's damage
claim is largely fictitious because the parties orally agreed to numerous amendments to the
commission structure, and the defendant paid the plaintiff according to the amended commission
structure from time to time in effect.

26 It is therefore necessary to determine the extent of the application of the deemed admissions
rule in the somewhat unusual circumstances of this case.

27 The relevant paragraphs of the plaintiff's statement of claim are as follows:

6. On or about July 28th, 1997 the Plaintiff and the Defendant entered into a written
contract (hereinafter referred to as the "B.C. Contract") wherein the Plaintiff
became the exclusive representative for marketing and selling the Defendant's
products in British Columbia.

7. The B.C. Contract provided, inter alia:

a) The Plaintiff was to become the exclusive representative of the
Defendant for the marketing and sales of the Defendant's products in
British Columbia.

b) The Plaintiff was to be paid compensation for sales of the
Defendants products in British Columbia, which compensation
included the following:

i) $7,000.00 per month;
ii) a commission of 5% of sales between $50,000.00 and $100,000.00

per month,
iii) a commission of 10% of sales in excess of $100,000.00 per month.
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c) The term of the B.C. Contract was to be for a period of 5 years
commencing July 28th, 1997. The Defendant granted to the Plaintiff
two options to renew the B.C. Contract for a further term of five
years each.

8. On or about October 16th, 2001 the Plaintiff exercised his right to renew the B.C.
Contract and did so in writing.

9. On or about October 1st, 1998 the Defendant agreed in writing with the Plaintiff
to extend to the Plaintiff all the terms of the B.C. Contract to sales of the
Defendant's product generated in the Province of Alberta (hereinafter referred to
as the "Alberta Contract"). This agreement was subject only to those sales
exceeding the sum of $25,000.00.

10. Pursuant to the provisions of the B.C. Contract and the Alberta Contracts, and
subsequent to their enactment, the Plaintiff began selling and marketing the
Defendant's product in B.C. and Alberta, and the Defendant began paying
compensation, including commissions to the Plaintiff in accordance with the
terms of the B.C. and Alberta Contracts.

11. Commencing approximately March or April of 1998 the Defendant, in breach of
the terms of the B.C. Contract and without the Plaintiff's consent, began:

a) reducing commissions payable to the Plaintiff on the sales of the
Defendant's products in British Columbia; and

b) selling products directly to customers in British Columbia,
effectively bypassing the Plaintiff, and paying no commissions to the
Plaintiff on such sales.

12. Commencing approximately March or April of 1998 the Defendant, in breach of
the terms of the Alberta Contract and with the Plaintiff's consent, began:

a) reducing commissions payable to the Plaintiff on the sales of the
Defendant's products in Alberta; and

b) selling product directly to customers in Alberta, effectively
bypassing the Plaintiff, and paying no commissions to the Plaintiff
on such sales.

13. The failure to pay commissions to the Plaintiff on all sales of the Defendant's
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product generated in British Columbia and Alberta constitutes a breach by the
Defendant of the terms of the B.C. Contract and the Alberta Contract.

14. The unilateral reduction and non-payment of commissions payable by the
Defendant to the Plaintiff on sales of the Defendant's products in British
Columbia and Alberta constitutes a further breach of the B.C. Contract and the
Alberta Contract.

15. As a consequence of the breaches of contract outlined in paragraphs 13 and 14
herein, the Plaintiff has suffered and continues to suffer damage and loss,
particulars of which will be proved at the trial of this action.

Wherefore the Plaintiff claims as follows:

(a) Judgment against the Defendant for the amount of commission
income found to be owing to the Plaintiff by the Defendant pursuant
to the terms of the B.C. Contract and the Alberta Contract;

(b) Damages against the Defendant for breach of contract;

...

(f) Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem
just.

28 The plaintiff did not expressly plead that he exercised his right to renew the Alberta Contract.

29 More significantly, Mr. McIsaac did not plead fundamental breach or repudiation, nor did he
plead that but for the defendant's breaches of contract, he would have exercised his right to renew
the Agreement for a second five-year term.

30 The plaintiff submits that as a consequence of the striking of the defence and the entry of
default judgment, the following facts are deemed to be admitted:

(a) on or about July 28, 1997 the plaintiff and the defendant entered into the
Agreement (statement of claim para. 6);

(b) pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, the plaintiff became the exclusive
representative for marketing and selling the defendant's products within the
province of British Columbia (statement of claim paras. 6 and 7);

(c) on or about October 1, 1998, the defendant extended the scope of all the
terms of the Agreement to provide the plaintiff with the exclusive right to
market and sell the defendant's sport nutrition products within the province
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of Alberta (subject to those sales exceeding the sum of $25,000) (statement
of claim para. 8);

(d) the Agreement was a five-year term commencing July 8, 1997 with the
plaintiff being granted two options to renew at his sole option, for a further
term of five years each (statement of claim para. 7(c));

(e) in accordance with the renewal provision, the plaintiff exercised his right
to renew the Agreement on or about October 16, 2001 (statement of claim
para. 8);

(f) the plaintiff was to be paid compensation for sales of the defendant's
products as follows:

(i) $7,000 per month;
(ii) a commission of 5% of sales between $50,000 and $100,000 per month;

and
(iii) a commission of 10% on sales in excess of $100,000 per month

(statement of claim para. 7)

(g) as a consequence of the defendant's breaches of the Agreement, the
plaintiff suffered and continues to suffer damage and loss (statement of
claim, para. 15).

31 In addition, the plaintiff submits that the defendant is also deemed to have admitted the
following breaches of the Agreement:

(a) commencing in or about March or April 1998, the defendant, without the
plaintiff's consent began:

(i) unilaterally reducing commissions payable to the plaintiff on sales of
the defendant's products in British Columbia (statement of claim
para. 11(a));

(ii) selling products directly to customers in British Columbia
effectively bypassing the plaintiff and paying no commissions to the
plaintiff on such sales without the plaintiff's consent (statement of
claim para. 11(b));

(iii) unilaterally reducing commissions payable to the plaintiff on sales of
the defendant's products in Alberta (statement of claim para. 12(a));
and

(iv) selling products directly to customers in Alberta effectively
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bypassing the plaintiff and paying no commissions to the plaintiff on
such sales without the plaintiff's consent (statement of claim para.
12(b));

(b) failure to pay commissions to the plaintiff from all sales of the defendant's
product generated in British Columbia and Alberta constitutes a breach by
the defendant of the Agreement (statement of claim para. 13);

(c) the unilateral reduction and non-payment of commissions payable by the
defendant to the plaintiff on sales of the defendant's product in British
Columbia and Alberta constitutes a further breach of the Agreement
(statement of claim para. 14); and

(d) as a consequence of the defendant's breaches of the Agreement, the
plaintiff has suffered and continues to suffer damage and loss (statement of
claim para. 15).

32 The plaintiff also took the position that as a result of the striking of the statement of defence,
the defendant was precluded from pursuing any of the defences that it had raised, including
defences that:

(a) the Agreement was amended to provide for a different commission
structure and to exclude certain products;

(b) the terms of the Agreement were not extended to sales of the defendant's
product in Alberta;

(c) the defendant did not breach the Agreement;
(d) that the Agreement was not renewed;
(e) that there was waiver acquiescence or estoppel on behalf of the plaintiff to

the defendant's acts in changing the commission structure;
(f) that the plaintiff failed to mitigate his losses flowing from the defendant's

breaches of the Agreement.

33 I turn now to the legal principles which govern, and to an extent, temper the application of the
deemed admissions rule.

Deemed Admissions: Legal Principles

34 Where the plaintiff obtains judgment in default of defence and for damages to be assessed,
there is an implied admission by the defendant of the plaintiff's right to the relief claimed in the
statement of claim. All that remains to be ascertained is the quantum of damages: Hill v. Stephen
Motor & Aero Co. Ltd., [1929] 3 D.L.R. 676 (Sask. C.A.).

35 The same principle applies where the statement of defence is struck as the result of the
misconduct by the defendant in the course of the litigation: Phaneuf Fertilizer Sales Ltd. v. LeBlanc,
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[1999] 1 W.W.R. 659 (Sask. Q.B.). In Phaneuf, at para. 33, the court explained the rationale for the
principle: "If a defendant is permitted at trial to raise a defence that was previously struck in order
to provide the plaintiff with a remedy, the effectiveness of the remedy is undermined, the plaintiff is
prejudiced and the defendant would be rewarded."

36 In Whalley v. Splashdown Waterparks Inc., 2005 BCSC 923, Mr. Justice McKinnon, in the
course of holding that a defendant who had failed to enter an appearance was entitled to notice of
the assessment of damages, commented at para. 38 that:

What the defendant cannot do is contradict assertions from the statement of
claim, as these are deemed to be admitted by a defendant who allows judgment to
be taken in default.

In Whalley, Mr. Justice McKinnon referred to the Reasons for Judgment of Fraser J. in Kokic v.
Cherry, 2004 BCSC 472, who at para. 23 stated that:

Although it is not an absolute rule, permitting default judgment to be entered
against you tends to amount to an admission that the allegations in the Statement
of Claim are true.

Fraser J. also observed that while the defendant could tender evidence and make submissions on the
assessment of damages, her ability to contradict the assertions in the statement of claim "may be
doubtful".

37 In ICBC v. Dragon Driving School Canada Ltd., 2007 BCSC 389 at para. 3, the court held
that as a result of the defence being struck in an action for fraud, the defendant was deemed to have
admitted the allegations in the statement of claim regarding the amounts of payments he received
and disbursed in the course of his scheme to fraudulently attain driver's licences for his clients.

38 Here, the plaintiff argued that to permit the defendant to contradict assertions in the statement
of claim that are deemed to be admitted as a result of the default judgment in this case, would
permit the defendant to mount a collateral attack on the judgment of Barrow J. striking out the
statement of defence, and upon the judgment of the Court of Appeal affirming Barrow J.'s decision.

39 Barrow J.'s judgment striking out the statement of defence was made within jurisdiction and is
binding and conclusive since it was not set aside on appeal: R. v. Wilson, [1983] 2 S.C.R. 594.

40 HBS argued that rather than mounting an impermissible collateral attack on the judgment of
Barrow J., it sought to invoke the inherent jurisdiction of the court to do justice between the parties
whenever it is just and equitable to do so: Sherk v. Smith, [2007] B.C.J. No. 1915 (S.C.) at para. 36.

41 The defendant submitted that before the court grants judgment for damages, it must be
satisfied that the plaintiff has proved a legitimate claim based on credible evidence. In Judge v.
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Smith, [1961] B.C.J. No. 163 (S.C.), Collins J. at para. 3, stated that the court retains a discretion not
to enter final judgment if he or she considers it improper to do so. Collins J. said:

In my view, while the liability of the defendant may be said to have been
technically established by the entry of interlocutory judgment, nevertheless the
Judge before whom the assessment of damages takes place could decline to order
entry of the final judgment if the evidence received on the assessment hearing
disclosed that the plaintiff in fact did not have a good cause of action, or that
some condition had still to be performed before the plaintiff would be entitled to
enter a final judgment.

42 The court performs a judicial function on assessment of damages after a defence is struck or
judgment is taken in default of defence. The plaintiff must still prove his case. The court must be
satisfied that the allegations in the statement of claim accord with reality: Plouffe v. Roy, [2007]
O.J. No. 3453 (S.C.J.) at paras. 50-53; Spiller v. Brown, [1973] A.J. No. 42 (C.A.) at paras. 7-9.

43 In B.P.B. v. M.M.B., [2006] B.C.J. No. 1734 (S.C.), the plaintiff had obtained judgment in
default of defence in a case where damages were claimed for sexual abuse. The fact that abuse had
occurred was not in issue. However, the defendant contested the length of time over which the
abuse was alleged to have occurred. The trial proceeded on the basis that the plaintiff had to prove
the duration and extent of the alleged assaults and abuse. The trial judge noted, at para. 11, that it
would have been impractical to strictly parse the liability evidence from the quantum assessment
evidence. At para. 9 of her reasons in B.P.B. v. M.M.B., the trial judge referred to the decision of the
Court of Appeal, [2005] B.C.J. No. 1761, dismissing the defendant's application to set aside the
default judgment, where Low J.A. observed that "it will be for the trial judge to determine the extent
to which the appellant can challenge the nature and extent of the abuse during the trial on the issue
of quantum of damages."

44 I take the following principles from these cases:

a) Generally, if a statement of defence is struck, the defendant is deemed to
have admitted the allegations of fact contained in the statement of claim.
Where the defence is struck with damages to be assessed, all that remains
in issue is the assessment of damages.

b) The rule that the defendant is deemed to have admitted all of the
allegations of fact in the statement of claim is not immutable. The plaintiff
must prove his or her claim for damages. The court retains the discretion,
which it must exercise judicially, to permit the defendant to adduce
evidence and cross-examine on issues essential to a fair and just
determination of the loss actually sustained by the plaintiff.

c) In some cases, it may not be possible to draw a bright line between facts
going to liability, and facts relating only to the assessment of quantum of
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damages.
d) The assessment of damages will be limited to the damages claimed in the

pleadings.

45 Here, the court has discretion that it may exercise in order to determine the extent to which the
defendant may adduce evidence relating to alleged amendments to the commission structure, to
mitigation, and to contingencies affecting the plaintiff's future loss claim.

46 By its statement of defence, the defendant pleaded that the terms of the British Columbia
Contract as set out in paragraph 7 of the plaintiff's statement of claim were subsequently varied
orally by agreement between the plaintiff and the defendant, and that the plaintiff proposed or
condoned all changes to his compensation. The defendant particularized the various changes to the
plaintiff's compensation at paragraphs 7(a) through (i) of its amended statement of defence.

47 By its statement of defence, HBS also denied any breach of contract (para. 8); denied that the
B.C. Contract was renewed (para. 10); pled that the plaintiff resigned from his employment in
January 2003 (para. 11); in the alternative, pled that it had just cause for dismissing the plaintiff on
the ground that Mr. McIsaac, while employed by the defendant wrongfully sold products and
operated a business in competition with the defendant (para. 12); and failed to mitigate any loss or
damage he sustained (para. 13).

48 Notwithstanding the striking of the statement of defence, the plaintiff bears the onus of
proving his claim for damages. In order to ensure that justice was done between the parties in this
case, and that there was a fair assessment of the damages or loss actually sustained by the plaintiff, I
exercised my discretion to permit the defendant to cross-examine the plaintiff and adduce evidence
on the issues of amendments to the commission structure, mitigation, and contingencies relating to
the plaintiff's future loss claim. All of those matters are relevant to the assessment of damages.

49 By permitting the defendant to cross-examine and lead evidence on these matters, the court is
not condoning a collateral attack on the judgment striking the statement of defence. Rather, the
court is exercising its discretion to ensure that the assessment of damages in this case fairly reflects
the terms of the Agreement from time to time in force, the plaintiff's efforts to mitigate, and the
contingencies respecting a second renewal of the Agreement.

Deemed Admissions and Interpretation of the Agreement

50 The deemed admissions rule does not resolve the proper interpretation of the Agreement. The
statement of claim does not allege a definition of the term "commission", and that term is not
defined in the July 28, 1997 Agreement.

51 Mr. McIsaac bears the onus of proving that the term "commission" as used in the Agreement
entitles him, for example, to receive commission for sales of HBS product to General Nutrition
Centres ("GNC"), where GNC, through its Ontario head office, ordered product, to be sold by GNC
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stores in British Columbia, directly from the defendant's head office sales staff.

52 In order to determine the plaintiff's entitlement to "commission", it is necessary to interpret
that term in the context of the Agreement as a whole, and the factual matrix or surrounding
circumstances objectively known to both parties at the time they made their contract: Glaswegian
Enterprises Inc. v. BC Tel Mobility Cellular Inc. (1997), 49 B.C.L.R. (3d) 317 at p. 323-324
(B.C.C.A.).

The July 28, 1997 Agreement

53 The relevant terms of the July 28, 1997 Agreement are as follows:

A. Healthy Body is the exclusive Canadian distributor, save for the Province of
Quebec, for ProLab Nutrition health products and may become the Canadian
distributor for the manufacturers of other health products (the "Product");

B. Healthy Body and MacIsaac wish MacIsaac to become the exclusive
representative for the marketing and sales of the Product in British Columbia (the
"Territory") as an independent contractor on the terms and conditions contained
in this Agreement.

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises, and in consideration of
the mutual covenants and promises in this Agreement, the parties covenant and
agree as follows:

1. Healthy Body hereby grants to MacIsaac the exclusive right to market and sell
the Product in the Territory for the term of this Agreement or any renewal
thereof. MacIsaac shall not be a representative for any other person, company or
entity which sells products similar to the Product, save for MacIsaac may sell
products similar to the Product through a fitness centre he owns, or has an
interest in, on a retail basis.

2. As compensation for marketing and selling the Product in the Territory,
MacIsaac shall receive the following:

(a) $7,000.00 per month;
(b) a commission of 5% of Sales between $50,000.00 and $100,000.00 per

month, and a commission of 10% of Sales in excess of $100,000.00 per
month.

In this paragraph "Sales" shall be defined to mean the gross amount of orders
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received by Healthy Body within a calendar month, less all bad debts written off
in that month, less orders from General Nutrition Centres and Nutrition House,
and less applicable taxes.

Upon the orders from General Nutrition Centres reaching $5,000.00 gross sales
over a 3 month period, from that point on orders from General Nutrition Centre
shall not be deducted from the definition of "Sales".

Upon the orders from Nutrition House reaching $5,000.00 gross sales over a 3
month period, from that point on orders from Nutrition House shall not be
deducted from the definition of "Sales".

Healthy Body shall be required to pay all applicable taxes on the fees and
commission payments to MacIsaac including, but not limited to, Goods and
Services Tax.

3. The $7,000.00 fee shall be paid to MacIsaac by way of a $3,500.00 payment on
the 1st and 15th days of every month, and the commission shall be paid to
MacIsaac on the 15th day of every month for the previous month's commission.

3.1 MacIsaac shall have an employee or subcontractor working on his behalf in
every calendar month, or MacIsaac shall contribute the sum of $2,000.00 to
Healthy Body for advertising in the Territory.

4. The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of 5 years commencing July 28,
1997. Healthy Body grants to MacIsaac two (2) options to renew this Agreement
for a further term of 5 years, subject to the same terms and conditions contained
in this Agreement. MacIsaac shall, within 30 days of the expiration of the term,
or any renewal term, of this Agreement, notify Healthy Body in writing of his
intent to exercise his option to renew this Agreement.

5. MacIsaac shall be selling the Product as an independent contractor and shall,
except by mutual agreement, be responsible for all costs relating to the
marketing, and selling of the Product in the Territory, save for the following:

(a) Healthy Body shall pay for shipping the Product to British Columbia on all
orders over $500.00;
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(b) Healthy Body shall pay for a sponsorship of 3 individual athletes to the
extent of $150.00 per month based upon wholesale price;

(c) Healthy Body shall provide to MacIsaac a reasonable amount of samples at
no cost;

(d) Healthy Body shall provide to MacIsaac posters, brochures and clothing to
promote the Product;

(e) Healthy Body shall re-imburse MacIsaac for the costs of a Jet-Spray
machine upon receipt of an invoice from MacIsaac.

6. During the term of this Agreement, or any renewal thereof, Healthy Body shall,
upon receipt of an order, received either directly from the customer or from
MacIsaac, ship the Product directly to the customer within a reasonable time
period.

7. MacIsaac shall use his best efforts to promote and market the sale of the Product
in the Territory.

...

15. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and there
are no representations or warranties, express or implied, statutory or otherwise
and no collateral agreements other than as expressly set forth or referred to in this
Agreement.

16. This Agreement shall ensure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties and
their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.

54 The July 28, 1997 Agreement provides that "as compensation for marketing and selling the
Product in the Territory", Mr. McIsaac shall receive "commission". His commission is calculated as
a percentage of "Sales" per month. "Sales"are defined as the gross amount of orders received in
each calendar month by HBS, less certain adjustments.

55 In the Concise Oxford English Dictionary ("Oxford: Oxford University Press, 11th edition
(revised) 2006), commission is defined as "a sum paid to an agent in a commercial transaction".

56 Black's Law Dictionary provides the following definition of commission:

The recompense, compensation or reward of an agent, salesman, executor,
trustee, receiver, factor, broker, or bailee, when the same is calculated as a
percentage on the amount of his transactions or on the profit to the principal.
Weiner v. Swales, 217 Md. 123, 141 A.2d 749, 750. A fee paid to an agent or
employee for transacting a piece of business or performing a service. Fryar v.
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Currin, App., 280 S.C. 241, 312 S.E. 2d 16, 18. Compensation to an
administrator or other fiduciary for the faithful discharge of his duties.

57 In ITA Travel Agency Ltd. v. Canada, [2000] T.C.J. No. 866 at para. 36, Lamarre T.C.J.,
referring to this definition said that: "... commission entails the actual payment of an amount of
money calculated as a percentage on the amount of a transaction or on the profit to the principal."

58 In Consolboard Inc. v. MacMillan Bloedel (1982), 63 C.P.R. (2d) 1, [varied on other grounds
by 74 C.P.R. (2d) 199 (F.C.A.)], Cattanach J. of the Federal Court Trial Division held that
commission, in common parlance, meant:

In commerce a commission is a percentage of a price of a product paid to an agent or like person
who transacts business on behalf of others, as compensation for his efforts.

59 In paragraphs 9 and 13 of his statement of claim, Mr. McIsaac claims for commissions on
sales "generated" in the Territory. The July 28, 1997 Agreement refers to selling the product "in the
Territory" at paragraphs 2, 5 and 7. It does not refer to sales "generated" from or in British
Columbia.

60 However, the October 1, 1998 note prepared by Mr. Kichuk on behalf of HBS confirmed the
agreement of the parties that effective that date, the plaintiff would receive commissions on sales
"generated" from Alberta.

61 In Skyline Marina Ltd. v. Jackman, [2000] O.J. No. 3310 at para. 12, Mr. Justice Howden of
the Ontario Superior Court of Justice considered the meaning of "generated" in the context of the
plaintiff's claim for commission on the sale of a vessel to a "source generated by Skyline Marina".
The court said this:

12 In my view, the word "generated", from the verb "to generate", should receive
its ordinary meaning; there is no evidence before me of any special or other
meaning being relied on by the parties. "Generate" is defined in the Canadian
Oxford Dictionary, 1998, as "bring into existence; produce, evolve". It is a word
denoting more than being helpful; when something is "generated", it is brought
into existence; an actual result is brought about rather than only a factor in a
chain of events.

62 The result that the plaintiff was engaged to bring about was the sale of HBS product in his
Territory.

63 The Territory in which Mr. McIsaac had the exclusive right to market and sell HBS' product
was initially British Columbia, and after October 1, 1998, British Columbia and Alberta. When the
parties agreed on the compensation that Mr. McIsaac would receive for marketing and selling the
defendant's product in the Territory, they intended by the words that they used that the plaintiff
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would earn commission on sales resulting from his efforts in his Territory.

64 At the time the parties made the July 28, 1997 Agreement, they both understood that HBS was
seeking to build its sales in British Columbia, where it had virtually no presence; that Mr. McIsaac
would have the exclusive right to sell HBS product in his Territory; and that he was required to
exercise his best efforts to do so. This factual matrix is consistent with the intention of the parties,
as expressed in the Agreement, that the plaintiff would earn commission for the services he
performed in marketing and selling product, first in British Columbia, and later in British Columbia
and Alberta.

65 Where HBS' product was sold in Ontario as the result of centralized purchasing by GNC's
head office, from the head office of HBS without any involvement by the plaintiff in the
transaction, Mr. McIsaac was not entitled to commission. Further, such sales were not made in the
"Territory".

66 A contract is made at the location where the offeror receives notice of the offeree's
acceptance: Eastern Power Limited v. Azienda Communale Energia and Ambiente, [1999] O.J. No.
3275 (C.A.) at para. 22 citing G.H.L. Fridman, The Law of Contract in Canada, 3rd ed., (1994), at
p.65.

67 When GNC placed orders through its Ontario head office that were accepted by the HBS
Ontario head office, the sales were made in Ontario, rather than in the plaintiff's Territory.

68 As a matter of commercial good sense, it is most unlikely that the parties intended that Mr.
McIsaac, who was engaged by HBS to market and sell its product in British Columbia and later, in
Alberta, would receive commission for sales made by the defendant's head office sales staff, and
without the plaintiff's participation in either the marketing or the selling of the product.

69 The defendant has established that it bore all of the expense of marketing products sold to
GNC and that promotional programs for those products were negotiated directly between GNC's
head office and the head office of HBS, without Mr. McIsaac's involvement.

70 I conclude that the Agreement does not provide for payment of commission to Mr. McIsaac on
product sold by HBS head office sales representatives and purchased by GNC under its centralized
purchasing program.

The FDM Accounts

71 When the plaintiff and the defendant negotiated the July 28, 1997 Agreement they did not
make any provision for food, drug and mass accounts, ("FDM accounts") because HBS had none at
the time. Therefore, Mr. McIsaac and HBS could not have contemplated the various issues that later
arose relating to the FDM accounts, including centralized purchasing by these customers, and the
demands of FDM customers, including Westfair Foods and Loblaws, that HBS pay them listing fees
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in exchange for these customers carrying the defendant's product lines.

72 Again the plaintiff takes the position that if HBS product is sold in British Columbia or
Alberta at FDM outlets, he should be paid commission regardless of whether or not he sold the
product to the FDM customers.

73 Under the July 28, 1997 Agreement, the plaintiff was responsible for all costs associated with
selling the product, except for specified exceptions which did not include listing fees. When some
FDM customers demanded listing fees, the plaintiff requested that HBS pay the listing fees.
Ultimately, HBS agreed to pay 90% of the listing fees.

74 The plaintiff was responsible for marketing and selling to some FDM customers, including
Western Grocer, Westfair, Thrifty's, Overwaitea and Superstore. The plaintiff does not dispute that
he received commissions on sales he made to these FDM customers. Other FDM accounts,
including Loblaws, were serviced directly by the defendant from its head office. The plaintiff
earned no commissions on these FDM accounts, and under the terms of the Agreement, he had no
entitlement to commission on these accounts.

The Alberta Agreement

75 The plaintiff contends that on October 1, 1998, the parties agreed in writing to extend the
terms of the July 28, 1997 Agreement to all sales generated by the plaintiff in Alberta. The only
document addressing the application of the July 28, 1997 Agreement to Alberta is a handwritten
note prepared by Mr. Kichuk that states:

This confirms that Kevin McIsaac, effective October 1/98, will receive
commissions for accounts for sales generated from Alberta in excess of $25,000.
The commissions are calculated in accordance with agreement dated July 97.

HBS

76 The defendant led evidence from Mr. Kichuk that the parties simply agreed that Mr. McIsaac's
commissions from Alberta sales in excess of $25,000 per month would be calculated using the
commission formula contained in the July 28, 1997 Agreement. According to Mr. Kichuk, HBS
engaged Mr. McIsaac to market and sell its products in Alberta for an indefinite period, so long as
he performed the work necessary to generate sales. Because the agreement was for an indefinite
term, there was no right of renewal.

77 By paragraph 9 of his statement of claim, Mr. McIsaac pleads that:

On or about October 1, 1998 the defendant agreed in writing with the plaintiff to
extend to the plaintiff all the terms of the BC Contract to sales of the defendant's
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product generated in the province of Alberta (hereinafter referred to as the
"Alberta contract"). This agreement was subject only to those sales exceeding the
sum of $25,000.

78 However, the handwritten document prepared by Mr. Kichuk, while providing that
"commissions are calculated in accordance with the Agreement dated July '97", does not state that
all of the terms of the July 28, 1997 Agreement apply to Alberta. Mr. Kichuk's handwritten note
purports to confirm an understanding or agreement previously reached by the parties. There is no
dispute that Mr. McIsaac met with Mr. Kichuk, and other representatives of HBS in Toronto and
negotiated an oral agreement which permitted the plaintiff to sell HBS' product in the province of
Alberta.

79 Mr. McIsaac did not sign the handwritten document. Mr. Kichuk's note of October 1, 1998 is
not a contract in writing. Rather, it simply confirms and is evidence of an oral agreement made
between the parties that Mr. McIsaac would have the right to market and sell the defendant's
product in Alberta, and that for sales generated from Alberta in excess of $25,000, he would receive
commissions calculated in accordance with the July 28,1997 Agreement.

80 The terms of Mr. Kichuk's note are not consistent with the plaintiff's pleading of an agreement
in writing made between the plaintiff and HBS on or about October 1, 1998, that extended all the
terms of the July 28, 1997 Agreement to sales of the defendant's product generated in Alberta. The
memorandum of October 1, 1998 says nothing about whether the Alberta agreement was renewable,
or was for a fixed term.

81 The defendant raises a further impediment to the plaintiff's reliance on any deemed admission
with respect to the Alberta agreement. The plaintiff pleaded that he exercised his option to renew in
October 2001. However, paragraph 4 of the July 28, 1997 Agreement provides that the option may
only be exercised within 30 days of the expiry of the term.

82 The plaintiff, by his solicitors, did send a letter to renew the July 28, 1997 Agreement on July
3, 2002. That letter does not refer to the Alberta agreement.

83 The plaintiff continued to sell the defendant's product in Alberta until January 2003. After
Alberta became part of Mr. McIsaac's sales territory, the defendant calculated the plaintiff's
commission by adding the total sales in British Columbia and Alberta together and then subtracting
the Alberta base amount of $25,000. That base amount was later reduced to $20,000 and
subsequently eliminated. This method of calculating the plaintiff's commissions for both British
Columbia and Alberta is reflected in the monthly commission payable reports prepared by the
defendant and provided to the plaintiff.

84 Until June 2002, when the defendant reduced the plaintiff's commission on sales in Alberta to
5%, the defendant calculated the plaintiff's commissions for British Columbia and Alberta together,
using the same formula.
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85 I find that on or about October 1, 1998, the parties agreed that for sales of the defendant's
product made by Mr. McIsaac in Alberta in excess of $25,000 per month, HBS would pay
commission calculated on the same formula that applied to sales in British Columbia under the July
28, 1997 Agreement. The term of the Alberta agreement was indefinite. I conclude that the parties
intended that the Alberta agreement would remain in full force for so long as Mr. McIsaac and HBS
each performed their respective sides of the bargain.

Changes to Plaintiff's Compensation

86 The commission payable statements issued by HBS to the plaintiff between January 1998 and
June 2002 reveal numerous changes from the commission structure set out in the July 28, 1997
Agreement.

87 In January 1998, HBS reduced the plaintiff's monthly contract fee from $7,000 to $5,000.

88 In May 1998 when the defendant began to distribute a product known as MetRx, it paid Mr.
McIsaac a commission of 2% on sales of that product.

89 When Mr. McIsaac began to sell product in Alberta in October 1998, under the arrangement
documented by Mr. Kichuk in his note of October 1, 1998, the plaintiff was entitled to earn
commission on Alberta sales in excess of $25,000 per month. The reason for the $25,000 threshold
was that, at the time, HBS was already selling about $25,000 worth of its product every month in
Alberta. Beginning in February of 1999, the sales threshold for earning commissions on Alberta
sales was reduced from $25,000 to $20,000.

90 In April 1999, HBS began to pay Mr. McIsaac $1,500 per month for GNC sales. The
defendant maintains that the plaintiff agreed that for sales to GNC he would receive either $1,500
per month, or an amount equal to one percent of all sales to GNC in the territory, whichever was the
greater.

91 In January 2000, the plaintiff began to sell the defendant's products in Saskatchewan. There is
no evidence that the parties entered into any written agreement respecting the plaintiff marketing
and selling the defendant's products in that province.

92 In April 2000, HBS increased the monthly contract fee from $5,000 to $5,500.

93 In June 2000, the plaintiff began to sell MuscleTech, a very popular product. The defendant
initially paid a 5% commission on MuscleTech sales.

94 On August 9, 2000, the plaintiff's then solicitors, Berge & Company wrote to the defendant
setting out their client's complaints regarding the defendant's calculation and payment of
commissions due to him under the July 28, 1997 Agreement:

As you are aware, Mr. MacIsaac is entitled to receive an amount of $7,000.00 per
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month, plus a commission of 5% on sales between $50,000.00 - $100,000.00,
and a commission of 10% on sales in excess of $100,000.00 per month. Mr.
MacIsaac advises us that his commission on sales for MUSCLETECH products
for June 2000 were paid at 5%, notwithstanding that his monthly sales are in
excess of $100,000.00.

The Agreement entitles Mr. MacIsaac to receive the commission of 10% on all
sales, - and an additional 5% commission is required to be paid upon the
MUSCLETECH product. This is to include all sales to GNC and Nutrition
House.

We understand Mr. MacIsaac has recently finalized an agreement with Westfair
Foods. The sale of this product will be covered under the Agreement, and a
commission of 10% of sales must be paid to Mr. MacIsaac.

If you would like Mr. MacIsaac to accept a commission less than as set out in the
Agreement, an agreement must be reached between the parties prior to the
completion of the sale of the product.

We also understand that HBS has been paying Mr. MacIsaac the amount of
$5,000.00 per month, rather than the $7,000.00 per month as required in
paragraph 2(a), on the basis that paragraph 3.1 of the Agreement requires Mr.
MacIsaac to contribute $2,000.00 per month to HBS for advertising if MacIsaac
does not have an employee. Mr. MacIsaac has had at least 1 employee working
for him since January 1998, and we require that the full $7,000.00 per month be
paid to Mr. MacIsaac by way of $3500.00 payments on the 1st and 15th days of
each month.

95 The plaintiff's solicitors also asserted that the parties should document a "formal contract"
confirming Mr. McIsaac's exclusive right to market HBS products in Alberta on the same terms and
conditions as the July 28, 1997 Agreement, subject only to the $20,000 threshold for payment of
commissions. Berge & Company also requested that HBS provide the plaintiff with monthly sales
reports for Alberta and British Columbia and asked that the defendant contact them to discuss these
matters.

96 The defendant did not respond in writing to Berge & Company's letter of August 9, 2000,
although there were further discussions between the parties, and more changes to Mr. McIsaac's
compensation.
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97 In September 2000, the plaintiff began selling a product known as Natrol to Western Grocer, a
chain of grocery stores located in Alberta. The defendant paid a commission of 5% on the plaintiff's
sales of Natrol to Western Grocer. In the same month, the defendant began paying commission to
the plaintiff at the rate of 7.5% on all sales, including MuscleTech, other than Natrol sales to
Western Grocer. HBS also eliminated the sales thresholds for both British Columbia and Alberta.
Throughout this period, the defendant continued to pay the flat fee of $1,500 per month relating to
GNC sales.

98 On November 14, 2000, the plaintiff's solicitors wrote to HBS enclosing an assignment in
writing by which Mr. McIsaac purported to assign all of his interest in the Agreement to MDL. I
return later in these reasons to the question of whether that assignment was effective, and if so,
whether HBS may now rely upon that assignment to limit its liability for any losses sustained by
Mr. McIsaac to the period before November 14, 2000.

99 On November 16, 2000, Berge & Company wrote to the defendant "to confirm amendments
agreed upon by you and Kevin McIsaac relating to the Agreement dated July 28, 1997". The
plaintiff's solicitors continued:

We confirm the amendments to the Agreement are effective June 1, 2000, and
are as follows:

a) Paragraphs 2, and 3.1 shall be deleted and replaced with the following:

2. As compensation for marketing and selling MuscleTech, Prolab,
Natrol, AST Sport Science, and Human Development Technologies
products within the Territory, MacIsaac shall receive from Healthy
Body a commission of 7.5% on Sales of such items;

2.1
MacIsaac shall receive a commission on the Sales of General Nutrition Center
Products in the Territory in the amount of 1% of Sales within the territory, or
$1,500.00 per month, whichever is greater;

2.2 If Healthy Body no longer has the rights, or does not enforce its rights, to sell
MuscleTech products within Canada, the commission paid to MacIsaac in relation to
the sale of the Product as set out in paragraph 2 shall be 10%;

2.3 Notwithstanding paragraphs 2, 2.1, and 2.2, if the items set out in paragraph 2 are
sold to a mass market, and the margins fall below 30%, MacIsaac shall receive a
commission of 5% on Sales;

2.4 Notwithstanding any term in paragraphs 2, 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3, if any Product is sold by
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Healthy Body by way of mass market nationally, MacIsaac shall receive a commis-
sion of 2% of Sales in the territory;

2.5 In this Agreement, "Sales" shall be defined to mean the gross amount of orders re-
ceived by Healthy Body within a calendar month, with all bad debts written off in
that month, and less applicable taxes;

3. If MacIsaac is requested by Healthy Body to perform services for sales
outside the territory, Healthy Body shall pay to MacIsaac compensation as
agreed by the parties from time to time.

b) The words "and Alberta" are added to recital B after the words "British
Columbia".

If the terms of the amendment to the Agreement are anything other than as set
out in this letter, please contact the writer immediately.

100 The plaintiff did not receive a written response to this letter until June 3, 2002.

101 However, there were further changes to the commission structure before June, 2002.

102 In August 2001, HBS reduced the plaintiff's commission on MuscleTech sales to 2%. At the
same time, the defendant introduced a regime of "Listed Customers" and paid the plaintiff
commission at the rate of 8% on sales to these customers. The "Listed Customers" were specified
customers of the plaintiff who purchased large volumes of HBS product. Sales other than Natrol,
MuscleTech, Listed Customers and GNC now earned commissions of 10%, with no minimum
monthly sales thresholds.

103 On September 15, 2001, HBS sent to Mr. McIsaac the monthly commission payable
statement for August, 2001. That statement showed, in addition to the flat fee of $1,500 for GNC
sales, commissions calculated at 5% on Natrol sales to Western Grocer, 2% for MuscleTech, and
7.5% for all other sales.

104 On November 22, 2001, Mr. McIsaac sent an e-mail to the defendant, in which he queried
the August statement, as follows:

August Commissions:

The higher commission would go back to August.

This hasn't been paid at the higher rate?

If you could have Gary do a report on it with the top customers at the lower
amount and the larger ones at the higher it would be appreciated as I would like
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to move forward.

The amount outstanding is the difference at the 7.5% that you paid to the 10 and
8 that it should have been.

We will agree to disagree on the whole MT misunderstanding of sharing profits
to 2%.

As soon as this is received we will look forward to a summary outlining the
agreement.

105 On December 7, 2001, HBS sent the plaintiff a revised commission payable statement for
August 2001 that calculated commission at 8% for Listed Customers, and showed commission
payable at 10% for all other sales, except GNC, Western Grocer and MuscleTech.

106 Mr. McIsaac agreed in cross-examination that his e-mail of November 22, 2001 seemed to be
a summary of a discussion with Mr. Kichuk, and that he appeared to be asking for commissions at
the 8% and 10% rates, although he said that "why I was asking for 8 is beyond me".

107 There were discussions between the parties regarding changes to the commission structure
during the summer and fall of 2001. It is apparent from Mr. McIsaac's e-mail of November 22, 2001
that he expected to receive from the defendant a summary of agreed changes to the commission
structure. While he never received from HBS anything in the nature of a draft agreement outlining
changes to commission discussed by the parties in August 2001, Mr. McIsaac did receive the
December 7, 2001 revised commission statement for August confirming HBS's payment of
commissions at 8% for Listed Customers, 2% for MuscleTech, 5% for Western Grocers, and 10%
on all other sales. HBS continued to pay commission at those rates, and to send Mr. McIsaac
monthly commission statements reflecting payment of commission at those rates, from September,
2001 until June, 2002.

108 The defendant did not respond in writing to the correspondence from the plaintiff's solicitors
of November 2000 regarding the amendment and purported assignment of the Agreement until June
2002. By then, the parties' relationship had deteriorated. HBS was complaining that Mr. McIsaac
was no longer devoting sufficient time and effort to selling and marketing the defendant's product.

109 By a letter dated May 23, 2002, which the defendant did not send to the plaintiff until June 3,
2002, Mr. Kichuk wrote to the plaintiff advising that HBS had not provided its consent to either the
plaintiff's assignment of his interest in the Agreement to MDL, or to the amendments to the
Agreement set out in Berge & Company's letter of November 16, 2000. Mr. Kichuk wrote that HBS
would no longer be paying commissions to the plaintiff for most Alberta accounts, and that he
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understood that the plaintiff no longer had a representative performing store visits in Alberta. He
also expressed his dissatisfaction with the plaintiff's level of customer service in both Alberta and
British Columbia.

110 In June 2002, HBS reduced the commission payable on Alberta sales from 10% to 5% and
also ceased making the monthly payments of $1,500 for GNC sales.

111 On June 25, 2002, Berge & Company responded to Mr. Kichuk's letter of May 23, 2002. The
plaintiff's solicitors took the position that since HBS had not objected to the amendments proposed
in their letter of November 16, 2000, the defendant was estopped from denying their enforceability.

112 In light of the deterioration in the relationship between the parties by mid 2002, it is likely
that when, on July 3, 2002, the plaintiff confirmed his exercise of the option to renew the
Agreement for another five years, he did so as much for the tactical purpose of positioning himself
to negotiate a buyout, as out of any realistic expectation that the Agreement would endure for
another five years.

113 Two weeks later, on July 17, 2002, Mr. McIsaac sent an e-mail to Mr. Kichuk, summarizing
their telephone conference of the same date. Mr. McIsaac began his e-mail by setting out the
concerns Mr. Kichuk had raised regarding the plaintiff's marketing efforts, and his sales levels,
particularly in Alberta. The plaintiff went on to refer to Mr. Kichuk's discussion with him about
"splitting ways". Mr. McIsaac referred in his e-mail to Mr. Kichuk asking him "what he would want
to walk", and to his response that he "let [Kichuk] know would be 600,000+".

114 The evidence of both the plaintiff and Mr. Kichuk respecting this discussion, and the state of
their relationship at the time persuades me that Mr. McIsaac's e-mail captured the substance of their
telephone conference. Mr. Kichuk felt that the plaintiff was not doing enough to build sales,
particularly in Alberta. He asserted that Mr. McIsaac was now "coasting". Mr. Kichuk asked Mr.
McIsaac what he wanted to do, and whether he wanted out. For his part, Mr. McIsaac said that all
he wanted was to be paid based on the percentages set out in the July 28, 1997 Agreement. At one
point in the discussion, the plaintiff told Mr. Kichuk that HBS could either pay him for the next 10
years, or pay him to go away and to not compete with the defendant.

115 The parties did not terminate the Agreement, although their relationship continued to be
strained through the summer and fall of 2002.

116 In the fall of 2002, HBS approached the plaintiff about selling its new line of Allmax
products. Mr. McIsaac responded by stating that he wanted written confirmation of the commission
before he would agree to sell the new product. The plaintiff said that he wanted to resolve the
outstanding issues regarding commission before selling a new product for HBS. Since June of that
year the defendant had not paid Mr. McIsaac the monthly fee of $1,500 for GNC, and had reduced
the plaintiff's commissions on his Alberta sales from 10% to 5%.
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117 These developments provide the background and explain the plaintiff's reassertion in
November 2002 of his entitlement to compensation based on the original commission structure
contained in the July 28, 1997 Agreement.

118 On November 5, 2002, Berge & Company wrote to HBS to express their client's concern
regarding the defendant's "seemingly endless pattern" of failure to pay the commission due under
the Agreement, and to demand an accounting of all commissions due for products sold in British
Columbia and Alberta. Mr. Kichuk responded on November 27. While taking issue with the
plaintiff's assertion of HBS's failure to pay commissions, he advised that HBS would provide
commission statements for Mr. McIsaac for the previous six months. The defendant did not provide
the requested documents, and on December 11, 2002, the plaintiff commenced this action.

119 On January 10, 2003, when Berge & Company wrote to the defendant respecting the
termination of the Agreement, they referred to it as "the agreement between Healthy Body Services
Inc. and Kevin McIsaac dated July 28, 1997 as amended." When the plaintiff's solicitors had first
written to the defendant on October 16, 2001 to exercise their client's right to renew the July 28,
1997 Agreement, they also referred to the agreement "as amended".

Findings on Changes to the Plaintiff's Compensation

120 On his direct examination regarding the various changes to the commission structure, Mr.
McIsaac repeatedly asserted that the defendant had made the changes unilaterally. The plaintiff
suggested that there was little or no discussion between the parties respecting the various changes.

2% Commission on MetRx Sales

121 With respect to the defendant's implementation of the 2% commission rate on sales of MetRx
in May 1998, the plaintiff testified in chief that he remembered that "the defendant did not want to
pay me my commissions on MetRx for whatever reason", and that "they unilaterally changed my
commissions - that was the outcome of the discussions".

122 In cross-examination, Mr. McIsaac acknowledged that the defendant had informed him that
HBS could not obtain an exclusive distributorship for MetRx. However, he denied that the
defendant advised him that HBS could only offer a 2% commission. Mr. McIsaac stated that he
probably just learned of the 2% commission on MetRx when he received his commission statement.
The plaintiff claimed that "I would have told them to pound sand."

123 The July 28, 1997 Agreement did not require the plaintiff to sell MetRx at a 2% commission
rate. However, rather than refusing to sell this product, Mr. McIsaac sold MetRx for the 2%
commission.

124 Mr. Kichuk gave evidence that by the time HBS acquired the right to distribute MetRx, that
company had strong relationships with its customers, including GNC. According to Mr. Kichuk,
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none of the defendants' sales representatives received commissions on sales of MetRx to GNC. Mr.
Kichuk testified that the best commission that HBS could offer on sales of MetRx to customers
other than GNC was only 2%. He said that the defendant offered its sales representatives the
opportunity to sell MetRx, but did not require them to do so. Five salespersons, including Mr.
McIsaac accepted the defendant's offer to sell MetRx at the commission rate of 2%.

125 The plaintiff asserted that HBS unilaterally reduced his commission as soon as he began to
achieve high sales. That testimony conflicts with the plaintiff's evidence that Mr. Kichuk was
"ecstatic" when Mr. McIsaac attained sales of $90,000 per month. Furthermore, it defies
commercial reality to suggest that the defendant would unilaterally reduce the plaintiff's
commissions just as he began to achieve success. As the plaintiff's sales increased, so did the
defendant's revenues. HBS engaged Mr. McIsaac to promote and increase the sales of its product.
The defendant had no interest in discouraging the plaintiff from selling its products, particularly in
the early years of the Agreement. On the preponderance of the realities, I find that the plaintiff
agreed to sell MetRx at the 2% commission rate.

Reduction of Alberta Monthly Sales Threshold to $20,000

126 Mr. McIsaac did not testify about the reduction of the Alberta monthly sales threshold in
February, 1999 from $25,000 to $20,000 until he was cross-examined. He said that HBS just
changed the threshold; that he would have accepted the additional commission; that he did not
believe there was an agreement respecting this change; and that he was sure that HBS "took money
from me somewhere else".

127 Mr. McIsaac's evidence on this point is not plausible. This change benefited the plaintiff.
Both parties operated after February 1999 as if bound by that change. I infer that Mr. McIsaac and
HBS agreed upon the reduction to the Alberta sales threshold.

Monthly Payment of $1,500 for GNC Sales

128 I deal with the monthly payments by the defendant to the plaintiff of $1,500 for GNC sales,
which commenced in April, 1999, later in these reasons.

Saskatchewan Sales

129 The monthly commission statements issued by HBS to the plaintiff indicate that beginning in
January, 2000, the defendant paid commissions to the plaintiff for sales in Saskatchewan. I accept
the evidence of Mr. Kichuk that Mr. McIsaac approached him to propose that he sell HBS products
in Saskatchewan, and that the parties orally agreed that Mr. McIsaac could do so, so long as he
continued to work that territory.

5% Commission on MuscleTech Sales
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130 In June, 2000, HBS began to distribute MuscleTech products and Mr. McIsaac started to sell
those products in British Columbia and Alberta. Again, it was the plaintiff's evidence that HBS
unilaterally imposed the 5% commission rate. Mr. McIsaac testified that when he saw the
defendant's commission statement for June, 2000, he was aware that HBS had given him "a
haircut". Nonetheless, Mr. McIsaac continued to sell MuscleTech products.

131 In cross-examination, the plaintiff first asserted that the defendant did not discuss the
commission rate for MuscleTech sales with him. Later in his cross-examination Mr. McIsaac said
that he could not recall whether the rate was discussed.

132 Mr. Kichuk testified that MuscleTech was a key player in the sport nutrition industry.
Because its product was very popular, MuscleTech was able to insist that HBS accept certain terms
in order to acquire the right to distribute MuscleTech products. MuscleTech insisted on a cap on the
margin that HBS earned on sales of MuscleTech products to GNC that was less than 50 percent of
HBS' normal margin. MuscleTech also stipulated that HBS sales representatives not earn higher
commission on sales of the defendant's other products than they earned from MuscleTech sales.

133 Mr. Kichuk explained that as a result of the reduced margin on sales to GNC of MuscleTech
products, HBS was compelled to reduce the price at which it sold MuscleTech products to its other
customers. Some HBS customers demanded that they receive pricing on MuscleTech products that
was competitive with what HBS charged GNC for those products. I accept Mr. Kichuk's evidence
that in these circumstances, it was not feasible that HBS pay the plaintiff a 10% commission on
MuscleTech sales.

134 Because MuscleTech products were popular, and in demand, they were easy for Mr. McIsaac
to sell. The plaintiff's total monthly sales doubled following the introduction of the MuscleTech
line.

135 The plaintiff benefited from the sale of MuscleTech products for 5% commission because the
total volume of his sales increased substantially. I find that, as Mr. Kichuk testified, the plaintiff and
the defendant made an oral agreement, effective in June 2000, that HBS would pay Mr. McIsaac 5%
commission on MuscleTech sales until the parties reached agreement on a single commission rate to
apply to all products. By September, 2000, Mr. McIsaac and HBS did agree that a commission rate
of 7.5% would apply to all sales other than Natrol, with no minimum thresholds.

5% Commission on Natrol Sales

136 HBS began to sell Natrol products in September, 2000, after Natrol purchased the
defendant's first product line, Prolab. After acquiring Prolab, Natrol became a major supplier to
HBS. Mr. Kichuk gave evidence that in addition to Prolab, Natrol produced a line of vitamins that it
sold through another distributor.

137 One of the plaintiff's customers for ProLab products was Western Grocer, an Alberta grocery
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chain. Western Grocer was also a purchaser of the Natrol vitamin line.

138 Mr. Kichuk testified that HBS also acquired the right to distribute Natrol's vitamin line, but
was compelled to maintain the same pricing as the previous distributor. According to Mr. Kichuk,
the plaintiff agreed to the 5% commission rate on Natrol sales because HBS' distribution agreement
with Natrol now offered him the opportunity, for little additional work or cost, to sell both Prolab
products and Natrol vitamins to Western Grocer, as well as the MuscleTech products he was
already selling.

139 Mr. McIsaac acknowledged in cross-examination that he did have discussions with HBS
concerning the margin on Natrol products.

140 Again, I find that it is consistent with both commercial good sense and the probabilities of
the situation that the plaintiff made an oral agreement with HBS by which he agreed to the 5% rate
on Natrol sales because this offered him the opportunity to increase his sales to the Western Grocer
chain.

7.5% Commission Rate and Elimination of British Columbia and Alberta Sales Thresholds

141 Mr. McIsaac did not testify in chief about the introduction of the 7.5% commission rate and
the elimination of sales thresholds for British Columbia and Alberta in September, 2000. In
cross-examination, the plaintiff refused to agree that this change resulted from discussions he had
with the defendant. Mr. McIsaac did acknowledge that as of September 2000, he received
commissions for "other sales" calculated at 7.5%.

142 Mr. Kichuk gave evidence that the parties agreed upon the 7.5% rate after discussions that
extended over several months following the defendant's acquisition of the right to distribute
MuscleTech products. Mr. Kichuk testified that the parties agreed to the uniform rate of 7.5% on
sales of all products other than Natrol, and that this rate applied to all sales from the first dollar sold,
without thresholds.

143 During the time the parties were discussing a single commission rate, Mr. McIsaac's
solicitors, Berge & Company, sent the August 9, 2000 letter demanding that the defendant conform
with the terms of the July 28, 1997 Agreement. That letter states that if there is to be a departure
from the July 28, 1997 Agreement, the parties much reach agreement. The plaintiff and the
defendant did come to an agreement on a new commission structure. That agreement is confirmed
by the letter from Berge & Company to the defendant dated November 16, 2000.

144 The plaintiff received monthly commission statements from the defendant. Aside from his
e-mail of November 22, 2001 to the defendant regarding the adjustment of the August, 2001
commission statement, after August 2000, the plaintiff made no allegation of underpayment of
commissions until June 25, 2002.
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145 The parties enjoyed a positive relationship through 2001. During that year, the plaintiff and
his wife accompanied Mr. and Mrs Kichuk on a cruise and a trip to Puerto Vallarta. At this stage of
the parties' relationship, Mr. McIsaac was content to accept payment of commission from HBS on
the terms agreed in September 2000, and subsequently modified in August 2001.

Reduction of MuscleTech Commission to 2%

146 In August, 2001, Mr. McIsaac's commission on MuscleTech sales was reduced to 2%. The
plaintiff gave no evidence in his direct examination regarding the reason for this change.

147 In cross-examination, Mr. McIsaac characterized the reduction of the commission on
MuscleTech sales to 2% as "good old Kichuk cutting my hair again". Later, he acknowledged that
HBS had lost its right to distribute the MuscleTech line and that the new distributor was selling
MuscleTech products at much lower prices. Mr. McIsaac also agreed in cross-examination that the
only options for HBS were to sell its remaining inventory of MuscleTech products at reduced prices
or return the unsold product to MuscleTech. Mr. McIsaac denied that he agreed to help liquidate the
MuscleTech inventory at the 2% commission rate, but did say that Mr. Kichuk had pleaded with
him, and had suggested some sort of profit sharing arrangement. Although Mr. McIsaac maintained
that he would have rejected the 2% commission rate that Mr. Kichuk proposed, the monthly
commission statements issued by HBS to the plaintiff show that Mr. McIsaac sold MuscleTech and
received payment at the 2% commission rate for at least six months.

148 Mr. Kichuk testified that HBS lost the right to distribute the MuscleTech line during the
summer of 2001 and that the new distributor sold the product at a much reduced price. In these
circumstances, HBS was faced with the choice of either returning the unsold MuscleTech inventory,
or selling it at a very low price. I accept Mr. Kichuk's testimony that he did discuss this matter with
the plaintiff and that during those discussions Mr. McIsaac raised the matter of returning to a 10%
commission rate following the loss of the MuscleTech product line. Mr. McIsaac had, by his
solicitor's letter of November 16, 2000, previously requested that if HBS lost the MuscleTech line,
his commission should be restored to the 10% rate.

149 The plaintiff was not obliged to sell MuscleTech products at the 2% rate. If he had refused to
do so, the monthly commission statements would not show commission on MuscleTech sales at the
reduced rate.

Commissions of 8% for Listed Customers and 10% for All Sales Other than Natrol and MuscleTech

150 In August, 2001, Mr. McIsaac's commission rate for Listed Customers was set at 8%, while
his commission rate on all other sales (except Natrol and MuscleTech) was adjusted to 10%. HBS
continued to pay the monthly flat fee of $1,500 for GNC.

151 Once again, the plaintiff described the Listed Customers' rate as a unilateral change imposed
by HBS.
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152 That evidence is contradicted by Mr. McIsaac's e-mail of November 22, 2001. It will be
recalled that in that e-mail, Mr. McIsaac referred to the amount outstanding on his August, 2001
commission as the difference between the 7.5% rate paid by HBS and "the 10 and 8 that it should
have been". The plaintiff was asking the defendant to adjust his August, 2001 commission to reflect
the parties' agreement on the 8 and 10% rates.

153 I find Mr. McIsaac agreed to the change to 8% for Listed Customers and 10% for other sales.
In December, 2001, HBS adjusted the August, 2001 commission statement to reflect this agreement.

154 Mr. Kichuk testified that Mr. McIsaac proposed that he lower the prices that he could offer to
his top customers on the basis that more competitive pricing would produce a greater volume of
sales. According to Mr. Kichuk, the parties discussed the matter, with HBS taking the position that
if it were to reduce its profit margin the plaintiff would have to be flexible respecting commission.
In the result, the parties agreed on the 8% rate for Listed Customers, and identified the customers to
whom that rate applied.

155 In cross-examination, Mr. McIsaac was asked about the increase of his commission to 10%
in August, 2001 for all sales other than Natrol, MuscleTech and Listed Customers. He was asked to
agree that the $50,000 and $100,000 thresholds were eliminated.

156 The plaintiff's response was that "I don't believe they were. They did some funny things with
the agreement, but those thresholds should have stayed intact. There were some changes; that might
have been one of them." Mr. McIsaac's evidence on this point is not credible. Again, the monthly
commission statements sent to Mr. McIsaac reflect the elimination of the thresholds. Further, the
plaintiff's testimony on this point is contradicted again by his e-mail of November 22, 2001.

157 I am unable to accept Mr. McIsaac's testimony that there were no agreed changes to the
commission structure. Mr. Kichuk's evidence respecting the changes to the commission structure
discussed in this section is preferable to the evidence of the plaintiff. The defendant has explained
the commercial realities underlying these changes and the benefits they afforded to the plaintiff. I
accept the evidence of the defendant that between May,1998 and August, 2001, there were
numerous amendments made to the commission structure under the Agreement, and that each of the
amendments that I have addressed in this section of my reasons was discussed by the parties and
accepted orally by the plaintiff.

Assignment of the Agreement

158 The defendant argues that Mr. McIsaac made a valid and absolute assignment of his interest
in the Agreement to MDL in November 2000. HBS says that any loss suffered after November 14,
2000, when it received notice of the assignment, was the loss of MDL, which is not a party to this
action, and is therefore not recoverable by the plaintiff.

159 As we have seen, by letter dated November 14, 2000, the plaintiff's solicitor wrote to the
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defendant enclosing a copy of the assignment executed by Mr. McIsaac. The assignment provided
that Mr. McIsaac assigned, transferred and delivered to MDL "all of the right, title, interest and
benefit of the Assignor" in the Agreement.

160 Although, at the time, the defendant withheld its consent to the assignment, HBS now takes
the position that no consent was necessary, and that the assignment was effective in November
2000.

161 HBS argues that the plaintiff, through his solicitor, continued to maintain, after November
14, 2000, that the July 28, 1997 Agreement had been assigned to MDL. When the plaintiff's
solicitor wrote to HBS purporting to renew the contract in October 2001, he referred to the
agreement "as amended and assigned". That letter sought a renewal of the contract on behalf of both
Mr. McIsaac and MDL. When the plaintiff's counsel wrote to HBS again on July 3, 2002 to confirm
the plaintiff's exercise of his option to renew the agreement, he again stated that he was doing so on
behalf of both Mr. McIsaac and his company.

162 In correspondence dated June 15, 2002 (Exhibit 18), the plaintiff, through his counsel,
asserted that the assignment did not require the defendant's consent. When that correspondence was
put to the plaintiff at trial, he said that at the time he was following his lawyer's advice in taking that
position.

163 At Question 124 of his examination for discovery of April 8, 2008, Mr. McIsaac gave this
evidence:

Q And was it your view that effective November 1, 2000 your interests in the October (sic)
agreement had been assigned to your company?

A That was my view.

164 Mr. McIsaac agreed that he understood the reference to the October agreement to refer to the
July 28, 1997 agreement.

165 The defendant submits that in November 2000, Mr. McIsaac made an absolute assignment in
writing, not purporting to be by way of charge only, of a legal chose in action which, pursuant to s.
36(1) of the Law and Equity Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 253, was effective in law. HBS argues that after
Mr. McIsaac made the assignment to MDL, and gave notice of the assignment, only the assignee
could sue for the debt: Lochbinder v. Constantini, [1985] B.C.J. No. 221, 1985 CarswellBC 1201
(BCSC) at para. 6.

166 The plaintiff's response is that by virtue of the striking of the amended statement of defence
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and the entry of judgment in default of defence, the defendant is deemed to have admitted that Mr.
McIsaac and HBS are the parties to the Agreement, and that the plaintiff has suffered loss and
damage.

167 The plaintiff also submits that there was no effective assignment. Mr. McIsaac argues that
because the Agreement was a contract for personal services, the assignment was ineffective without
the consent of HBS.

168 In Mervyn Greenberg Ltd. v. Noel and L.W. Noel Ltd., [1961] O.J. No. 580 (C.A.), the
Ontario Court of Appeal allowed a claim for commission by the company to which a realtor had
assigned his listing agreement with the defendant property owner. After the assignment, the realtor
had continued to personally perform the services under the listing agreement. When he sold the
property, the defendant refused to pay commission on the ground that the assignment was unlawful.
The Ontario Court of Appeal stated, at para. 9:

9 Counsel for the respondents contends that the agreement was of a personal
nature or quality and required personal performance and cannot in law be
assigned and that no assignee may claim the benefit of it. Assuming without
deciding, that the agreement is of such a nature as not to be wholly assignable
and that, as a result of the assignment, the skill, judgment and services of another
had been substituted in place of that of Greenberg and thus the respondents had
been deprived of the services for which the listing agreement stipulated, then the
assignment as an absolute one, carrying the burden as well as the benefit of the
agreement, would have been ineffective. Here, however, the effect of the
assignment was otherwise. The respondents were not deprived of the personal
services of the agent; those services continued as if no assignment had been
made. Knowing that they were dealing with a limited company the respondents
without objection or question, continued to take advantage of the very skill,
judgment and services for which they had contracted. In these circumstances I
think that this case is distinguishable from those where as the result of the
assignment, the personal skill, judgment and services contracted for, ceased to be
available or where the other party to the agreement rejected the services, sought
to be rendered in the name of or by the assignee.

169 After November 14, 2000, Mr. McIsaac continued to perform marketing and sales services
under the Agreement. There was no difference in the way he provided those services to HBS. The
defendant objected to the assignment not because it feared that it would be deprived of Mr.
McIsaac's services, but rather because it was concerned that the plaintiff might be an employee of
HBS, rather than an independent contractor. HBS feared that if Mr. McIsaac were in fact an
employee, his use of a company to provide services represented a tax position that was too
aggressive, and that might expose the defendant to a demand for payment of income tax that it had
not withheld from its payments to the plaintiff.
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170 One of the few points on which Mr. McIsaac and Mr. Kichuk agreed in their testimony at
trial was that throughout the whole of the period that HBS made payments to the plaintiff, from
1997 to January 2003, HBS made those payments to Mr. McIsaac personally. Following the
incorporation of MDL, Mr. McIsaac chose, after receiving funds from the defendant, to deposit
those monies to the credit of his company. After November 14, 2000, both parties conducted
themselves as if there had been no effective assignment. When HBS refused to consent to the
assignment, Mr. McIsaac continued, as he had before, to perform services under the Agreement.
HBS continued to pay Mr. McIsaac for the marketing and sales services he performed under the
Agreement.

171 In light of the fact that the parties conducted themselves throughout their relationship on the
basis that it was Mr. McIsaac who was providing the marketing and sales services, in consideration
for compensation paid to him personally, it would be unjust, at this late juncture to accede to the
defendant's position that notwithstanding its refusal to consent to the assignment in November 2000,
or thereafter, there was nonetheless an effective assignment.

172 The defendant did not plead the assignment in either its statement of defence, or its amended
statement of defence.

173 Throughout its amended statement of defence, HBS referred to the Agreement as a contract
between the plaintiff and the defendant. At paras. 7(g), (h) and (i) of the amended statement of
defence, HBS pleaded various amendments to the contract made after November 2000 and
allegedly accepted by the plaintiff. In its pleadings, the defendant characterized the contractual
relationship as an employment contract between the plaintiff and the defendant. Under Rule 19(15)
of the Supreme Court Rules, it was incumbent upon the defendant to specifically plead any matter
of fact or point of law that the defendant alleged made a claim of the plaintiff not maintainable, or
which raised issues of fact not arising from the statement of claim. The array of defences raised by
HBS did not include any allegation of an assignment to MDL.

174 Furthermore, as a result of the striking of the amended statement of defence, the defendant is
deemed to have admitted that the plaintiff and HBS are the parties to the Agreement, and that they
remained the parties to the Agreement throughout the period that it was in force.

175 In all of these circumstances, I conclude that it is not open to the defendant at this late
juncture to raise the defence of assignment of the Agreement.

Damages for Breach of Contract: General Principles

176 The object of an award of damages for breach of contract is, so far as money can do it, to
place the plaintiff in the same position as if the contract had been performed: Fidler v. Sun Life
Assurance Co. of Canada, 2006 SCC 30 at para. 27. As the Supreme Court of Canada explained in
Fidler at paras. 27 and 29:
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27 Damages for breach of contract should, as far as money can do it, place the
plaintiff in the same position as if the contract had been performed. However, at
least since the 1854 decision of the Court of Exchequer Chamber in Hadley v.
Baxendale (1854), 9 Ex. 341, 156 E.R. 145, at p. 151, it has been the law that
these damages must be "such as may fairly and reasonably be considered either
arising naturally ... from such breach of contract itself, or such as may reasonably
be supposed to have been in the contemplation of both parties".

...

29 In Hadley v. Baxendale, the court explained the principle of reasonable
expectation as follows:

Where two parties have made a contract which one of them has broken, the
damages which the other party ought to receive in respect of such breach
of contract should be such as may fairly and reasonably be considered
either arising naturally, i.e., according to the usual course of things, from
such breach of contract itself, or such as may reasonably be supposed to
have been in the contemplation of both parties, at the time they made the
contract, as the probable result of the breach of it.

...

[Emphasis in original]

177 Here, the damages that may fairly and reasonably be considered as arising from the
defendant's breaches of contract are the commissions (including the contract fee) which would have
been payable under the Agreement had HBS fully complied with its terms.

The Plaintiff's Past Loss Claim

178 For the period of July 1997 to January 2003, the plaintiff claims damages in the amount of
$692,000. In advancing that claim, the plaintiff accepts the accuracy of the defendant's sales
records. The plaintiff bases his claim for past loss on the report of his expert, Mr. Donald M.
Spence. Mr. Spence's opinion on the past loss sustained by Mr. McIsaac is premised on the
following assumptions:

(a) the plaintiff is entitled to commission on sales to GNC made in Ontario
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provided the product was delivered to British Columbia and Alberta;
(b) the plaintiff is entitled to commission on sales to house accounts if the sold

product was delivered to British Columbia and Alberta;
(c) there were no amendments to the plaintiff's British Columbia and Alberta

contracts;
(d) the plaintiff was entitled to a base salary of $7,000;
(e) the commission formula for Alberta sales was to add sales in excess of

$25,000 to the total commissionable sales for British Columbia and to then
apply the 5% and 10% threshold levels for calculating commissions to the
combined total.

179 I have found that the Agreement did not provide for payment of commission to Mr. McIsaac
on sales to GNC made in Ontario by HBS head office sales representatives. The elimination of these
GNC sales substantially reduces the plaintiff's past loss claim.

180 I have also found that the parties agreed to the following amendments to the commission
structure:

May 1998 MetRx - 2% commission

February 1999 Alberta Sales Threshold reduced from $25,000 to $20,000

June 2000 MuscleTech 5% commission

September 2000 Natrol 5% commission 7.5% commission on all sales other than
Natrol, including MuscleTech, British Columbia and Alberta monthly
sales thresholds eliminated.

August 2001 MuscleTech commission reduced to 2%, Natrol - 5%, listed custom-
ers - 8%, all other sales - 10%

181 HBS paid commission to the plaintiff as required by these agreed changes to the commission
structure.

182 The following questions remain to be determined with respect to the plaintiff's past loss
claim:
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a) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to any commission or other remuneration
for any sales he made to GNC outlets in his territory, or for marketing
services he performed for HBS at those GNC outlets.

b) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to commission on sales to House accounts.
c) The method of calculation of the plaintiff's commission on his total British

Columbia and Alberta sales.
d) The plaintiff's claim for the monthly contract fee or base salary of $7,000.
e) What damages, if any, flow from the defendant's reduction of the Alberta

commission to 5 per cent in June 2002; and
f) What damages, if any, are payable to the plaintiff for the defendant's

failure to pay any commission in January 2003.

GNC Sales

183 I turn first to the question of whether the plaintiff was entitled under the Agreement to any
commission for sales he made to GNC outlets in his territory, or to any other remuneration for his
marketing services to those GNC outlets.

184 HBS maintains that it owes no commission to the plaintiff for any sales he made to GNC
outlets in British Columbia or Alberta. However, the defendant says that the parties did agree in
April 1999 that Mr. McIsaac would receive a monthly fee of $1,500, or 1% of sales in excess of
$150,000 to GNC of product delivered to British Columbia and Alberta. HBS says that the purpose
of this monthly fee was to compensate Mr. McIssac for marketing services he provided to GNC
stores in his territory, because he earned no commission on the product ordered by GNC in Ontario
and then delivered to British Columbia and Alberta.

185 The defendant paid the plaintiff the flat monthly fee of $1,500 commencing in April 1999
and continuing through May 2002. HBS acknowledges that it failed to pay commission on GNC
sales at 1% for the four months during this period that sales to GNC exceeded $150,000, and that
the plaintiff is entitled to payment of $2,800 under this head.

186 The plaintiff bears the burden of proving his entitlement to commissions on sales to GNC. At
the time the parties made the July 28, 1997 Agreement, they contemplated that GNC, a national
retailer of sports nutrition products in the United States, would likely expand into Canada. In the
United States, GNC had both a large network of stores that it owned, and numerous stores owned
and operated by franchisees. When the parties made the July 28, 1997 Agreement, they did not
know whether GNC, when it expanded into Canada, would do so through franchises that purchased
product locally, or through a centralized chain of company-owned stores operating under a national
purchasing program.

187 Mr. McIsaac did devote efforts to servicing some of the first GNC stores to open in British
Columbia. The plaintiff expected that he would make sales directly to GNC stores opening in his
Territory. Mr. McIsaac did not anticipate the centralized purchasing program that GNC adopted, by
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which its head office purchased all the product required for stores located across Canada directly
from HBS head office sales staff.

188 The July 28, 1997 Agreement provided that:

Upon the orders from General Nutrition Centres reaching $5,000 gross sales over
a 3 month period, from that point on orders from General Nutrition Centre shall
not be deducted from the definition of "Sales".

In paragraph 2 of the July 28, 1997 Agreement, "Sales" mean the gross amount of orders received
by HBS within a calendar month, less all bad debts written off in that month, less orders from GNC
and Nutrition House, and less applicable taxes.

189 Mr. McIsaac maintains that he was entitled to commission on sales to GNC once his sales
reached a total of $5,000 per quarter. I do not accept this submission. Under paragraphs 2 and 3 of
the July 28, 1997 Agreement the parties measured sales, calculated commission, and provided for
payment of Mr. McIsaac's remuneration on a monthly basis. One of the purposes of the Agreement
was to build sales of the defendant's product in the plaintiff's territory. A requirement that Mr.
McIsaac attain gross sales of $5,000 per month for three months in order to earn commission on
sales to GNC is consistent with that purpose, and with the parties' expressed intention to calculate
and pay the plaintiff's remuneration in each calendar month. I find that the parties intended and
agreed that Mr. McIsaac would reach or attain gross sales to GNC of $5,000 a month for three
months in order to earn commission on those sales.

190 The plaintiff's sales code "KM" did appear on some early invoices for sales to GNC.
However, the plaintiff would only earn commissions on those sales once the threshold of $5,000 per
month for three months was achieved. Mr. McIsaac did not testify that he made all of the sales
reflected in the GNC invoices for various dates between 1998 and 2000 and collectively adduced by
the plaintiff in Exhibit 4. Some of these invoices are designated as "Head Office Special". Mr.
Kichuk testified that designation meant that they were head office sales. The GNC invoices that the
plaintiff has produced do not demonstrate sales to GNC by Mr. McIsaac of $5,000 per month for a
three month period.

191 In cross-examination, Mr. McIsaac acknowledged that he was aware that individual GNC
stores in his territory did not pay for the product and that GNC's head office made payments directly
to HBS. He was unaware that the only orders authorized by GNC were those placed by its head
office, although he did know that GNC negotiated prices directly with HBS' head office and that
GNC's head office made the decisions to purchase product from HBS.

192 Mr. McIsaac did not deal with GNC's head office, although he understood that decisions
concerning which products GNC would carry, pricing, quantities, and product placement in GNC's
stores were all made at the head office level.
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193 In short, Mr. McIsaac played no role in negotiating with GNC's office regarding the purchase
of HBS products, or the pricing of those products.

194 The defendant's head office sales staff earned commission on the sales they made to GNC.
HBS and GNC negotiated concerning the listing of new products, pricing, advertising and
participation by HBS in promotional programs for GNC. All of these negotiations took place
between the head offices of the defendant and GNC. The expenses incurred by the defendant to
market and sell product to GNC were borne by HBS, rather than Mr. McIsaac.

195 Ms. Bristow-Holmes, who was employed as an order-entry clerk for HBS, confirmed that all
GNC orders came from their head office and that GNC's head office placed orders for all stores
across the country.

196 Mr. Sommerfeld who was employed by the plaintiff between 2000 and 2002 understood that
GNC stores in British Columbia placed all of their orders through their Ontario head office,
although on occasion local stores did contact Mr. McIsaac or Mr. Sommerfeld directly. Mr.
Sommerfeld also gave evidence that he and the plaintiff had access to all of the invoices on HBS'
computer system except GNC invoices. That evidence tends to support the defendant's position that
Mr. McIsaac had no direct involvement or connection with sales of HBS product to GNC.

197 Mr. McIsaac has not established that he made sales to GNC for which he is owed
commission by the Defendant.

Monthly fee of $1,500 for GNC

198 Mr. McIsaac testified that the defendant unilaterally changed his commissions when it
stopped paying commissions on GNC sales and began paying him a flat fee of $1,500 a month for
GNC. Mr. McIsaac suggested that HBS had stopped paying commission on GNC sales sometime
between 1998 and 1999.

199 However, the plaintiff led no evidence to show that the defendant had ever paid him
commissions on GNC sales.

200 In cross-examination, the plaintiff resiled from his assertion that the defendant had
unilaterally imposed the $1,500 payment. He acknowledged that "There would have been
discussions. As far as how we came up with the number I have no idea and wouldn't want to
speculate."

201 According to Mr. Kichuk, the $1,500 payments were introduced to recognize that despite the
centralized purchasing, some local servicing of GNC stores was still required. The letter from the
plaintiff's solicitor to the defendant of November 16, 2000 identifies the $1,500 monthly payments
for GNC among a number of amendments to the Agreement discussed and agreed by the parties at
that time.
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202 I find that in April 1999 the defendant agreed to pay the plaintiff the sum of $1,500 per
month in recognition of the fact that Mr. McIsaac was making some store visits to GNC stores in
British Columbia and Alberta, but was receiving no commission because sales were made between
GNC and HBS head offices.

203 HBS did unilaterally terminate the $1,500 monthly payments in June 2002, allegedly because
Mr. McIsaac had ceased visiting GNC stores. The plaintiff denied that he had stopped making store
visits to GNC outlets by June 2002. Although there is evidence that by mid 2002 the plaintiff was
devoting less time to HBS and more time to his own business activities, which included the sale of
nutritional products for pets and sexual stimulants, it does not necessarily follow that Mr. McIsaac
had ceased the GNC store visits. The plaintiff did testify that by 2002 he was only devoting between
20 to 25% of his time to HBS work. As his relationship with the defendant deteriorated in mid
2002, Mr. McIsaac likely became less enthusiastic about the GNC store visits when the maximum
remuneration he could expect to earn for servicing GNC outlets was the $1,500 monthly fee.

204 On balance, it is probable that by June 2002 the plaintiff had reduced, but not ceased his
servicing of the GNC stores. However, that did not entitle the defendant to unilaterally terminate
payment of the monthly fee of $1,500 from June 2002 until the termination of the contract in
January 2003.

205 The defendant breached the Agreement when it terminated the monthly fee for GNC in June
2002. The plaintiff is entitled to damages in the amount of $10,500 for this breach, as compensation
for the defendant's failure to pay this fee for the last seven months that the Agreement remained in
force.

House Sales

206 House accounts are not specifically addressed in the Agreement. The plaintiff submits that as
the defendant's exclusive sales and marketing representative in his Territory, he was not required to
compete with anyone for commission, including the defendant. Further, the plaintiff argues that
under the terms of the Agreement, HBS was to be the distributor and Mr. McIsaac was the
marketing and sales representative. According to the plaintiff, the Agreement did not contemplate
HBS making sales directly to a customer. The plaintiff contends that if the Agreement is interpreted
to permit the defendant to designate accounts that he developed as "house accounts", and to sell
directly to those clients without payment of commission, the plaintiff would be substantially
deprived of the benefit of the Agreement.

207 The plaintiff asserts that the defendant changed the sales person codes on invoices from his
code -"KM"- to "house", in order to to deprive him of commission. There is no evidence that Mr.
McIsaac ever confronted HBS with this allegation.

208 In two cases, the parties agree that the code was changed to "house". One of those involved a
Mr. Kaulius who apparently told HBS that he did not wish to deal with Mr. McIsaac. The amount of
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commission involved was minimal and the plaintiff did not object when HBS directed him not to
sell to Mr. Kaulius.

209 The second case involved Westwood Vitamins. There is no dispute that the defendant
instructed Mr. McIsaac to stop selling to Westwood Vitamins because the customer was not paying
its accounts. HBS took over this account, without objection from Mr. McIsaac, because it had
become a collections file.

210 HBS opened and serviced other accounts from its head office as "house accounts". Among
these house accounts were the Drug Trading Company, Rexall, and PharmaPlus. Although Mr.
McIsaac testified in direct that he "serviced" Rexall stores if the company called him, he provided
no details of such service, and did not say that he made sales to Rexall or that Rexall placed orders
through him. In cross-examination, Mr. McIsaac acknowledged that he had nothing to do with
ordering or pricing on HBS products sold to the Drug Trading Company, Rexall or PharmaPlus.

211 PharmaPlus is a national chain with a head office in Toronto. Mr. Kichuk gave evidence that
HBS acquired PharmaPlus as a client after Natrol purchased Prolab, and the defendant began
distributing the Natrol product line. The plaintiff did not generate PharmaPlus as a client for HBS.
One of the defendant's head office salespersons, rather than the plaintiff, was responsible for sales to
PharmaPlus.

212 Mr. McIsaac also took exception to the fact that a store within his Territory, identified as
"IDA Logan Lake" was a house account. However IDA was part of the PharmaPlus chain and was
serviced out of the defendant's head office. The plaintiff did not testify that he had serviced this
store or that he had made any sales to IDA Logan Lake.

213 Mr. McIsaac said that when he started with HBS there were no house accounts and that he
did not know when HBS began to use those accounts. However, Mr. Kichuk gave evidence that
initially all HBS accounts were designated as "house" accounts. He said that the sales codes
changed when particular customers were assigned to particular salespersons. He also explained that
house accounts were used for customers whose payments were in arrears, for FDM accounts not
serviced by a regional salesperson, and for accounts serviced directly by HBS' head office sales
staff. The defendant has produced documents showing that house accounts were in use since at least
December 1998.

214 Ms. Bristow-Holmes was employed between the spring of 1997 and July 2002 by HBS at the
defendant's head office to process incoming sales orders. She testified that "almost monthly" she
received instructions from the defendant to change salesperson codes to "house". However, Ms.
Bristow-Holmes was unable to identify particular accounts, or to say when the defendant started to
reassign accounts from a particular salesperson to "house". She testified that she made changes for
all salespersons, rather than just the plaintiff, and acknowledged that she did not participate in any
discussion with HBS management regarding the rationale for these changes.
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215 As a friend of the plaintiff, Ms. Bristow-Holmes had an interest in assisting his case. This
may have coloured her testimony. In any event, her evidence regarding the requests she received
from HBS to change salespersons' codes to house is too vague to establish on a balance of
probabilities that the defendant changed codes on accounts serviced by the plaintiff, and thereby
deprived him of commission to which he was entitled.

216 The plaintiff has not established that the defendant breached the Agreement by its use of
house accounts, either for customers who dealt directly with the defendant's head office, or
otherwise.

Method of Calculation - British Columbia and Alberta Sales

217 After Alberta became part of Mr. McIsaac's Territory, HBS calculated the plaintiff's
commissions by adding together the total sales in British Columbia and Alberta each month and
then subtracting the Alberta base amount, initially set at $25,000, later reduced to $20,000, and then
eliminated.

218 This method of calculating Mr. McIsaac's commissions is reflected in the defendant's
monthly commission payable reports. Until June 2002, when HBS began paying the plaintiff a 5%
commission on sales to Alberta, HBS did not calculate commissions on the plaintiff's sales in
British Columbia and Alberta separately.

219 Calculating the plaintiff's commissions by adding the total sales in British Columbia and
Alberta together, and then subtracting the Alberta base amount was consistent with the agreement of
the parties in October 1998 that the plaintiff would receive commissions for sales generated from
Alberta in excess of $25,000 calculated in accordance with the formula contained in their agreement
of July 28, 1997.

The Contract Fee/Commission Draw Issue

220 The July 28, 1997 Agreement provided for payment to Mr. McIsaac of a fee of $7,000 per
month, payable in two instalments of $3,500 on the 1st and 15th days of every month. Throughout
their testimony, the parties referred to this fee as a contract fee or base salary. Paragraph 3.1
required the plaintiff to have an employee or subcontractor working on his behalf in every calendar
month, failing which Mr. McIsaac was required to contribute $2,000 per month to HBS for
advertising in his territory.

221 The defendant reduced the plaintiff's contract fee from $7,000 to $5,000 commencing
January 1998, and then adjusted the contract fee to $5,500 in April, 2000. Mr. Kichuk testified that
the contract fee was reduced to $5,000 in January 1998 because Mr. McIsaac did not have a
full-time employee at that time. According to Mr. Kichuk, the parties agreed that rather than have
Mr. McIsaac contribute $2,000 per month to HBS for advertising in his territory, his monthly
contract fee would simply be reduced by that amount.
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222 Mr. Kichuk said that Mr. McIsaac later requested the increase in the contract fee from $5,000
to $5,500 because, although he did not have a full-time employee, he had increased his
demonstrations of HBS product, and wanted a "demo allowance". Mr. Kichuk maintains that HBS
agreed in or about April 2000 to add $500 to the plaintiff's base salary to reimburse him for
demonstration expenses.

223 Mr. McIsaac's evidence was that the defendant unilaterally reduced the contract fee in
January 1998. He said that he did not recall any discussion about the reason for the reduction in his
contract fee.

224 In 1998 and 1999, while the plaintiff was building sales in his territory, he engaged part-time
employees and subcontractors to assist him with marketing, product demonstrations and trade
shows. For 1998, he was only able to produce cheques totalling $7,705 for payments made to his
various assistants that year. When asked to explain why the statement of expenses in his 2008 tax
return contained no entries for wages or subcontracts, Mr. McIsaac said that his accountant could
have made an error, and that the entry for "purchases" in the amount of $33,174.66 included monies
paid to his part-time subcontractors.

225 The plaintiff's evidence on this point is not credible. The same accountant prepared Mr.
McIsaac's tax returns for 1999 and 2000. The plaintiff's statement of expenses for 1999 reports
subcontracts in the amount of $54,030, as well as an entry for purchases. For 2000, Mr McIsaac's
business expenses include $18,500 for salaries and wages and $46,338.45 for subcontracts. In the
absence of any evidence from Mr. McIsaac's accountant, I find it unlikely that he mistakenly
reported wages or subcontract expenses as purchases in the plaintiff's 1998 tax return.

226 In 1998, Mr. McIsaac did not have a full-time employee or subcontractor, and only expended
about $7,700 for casual or part-time assistance.

227 HBS engaged the plaintiff to market and sell its product in British Columbia, and later,
British Columbia and Alberta. The parties contemplated that the plaintiff would require assistance
to effectively promote the sale of HBS products in Mr. McIsaac's territory. They also understood
that Mr. McIsaac would be soliciting new customers and promoting sales at multiple locations
throughout his sales territory, and that product demonstrations would often require the plaintiff to
engage one or more assistants for short periods.

228 Paragraph 3.1 of the July 28, 1997 Agreement does not expressly provide that Mr. McIsaac
must have a full-time employee or subcontractor working on his behalf every month. However,
having regard to the purpose of the Agreement and the requirement that the plaintiff contribute
$2,000 to HBS for advertising in each month that he did not have an employee or subcontractor
working on his behalf, I conclude that the parties intended that Mr. McIsaac would hire a full-time
employee or subcontractor, or failing that, would engage sufficient part-time employees or
subcontractors to provide a level of service equivalent to that of a full-time employee or
subcontractor.
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229 The plaintiff did not do so in 1998. At this early stage of their relationship, both parties
shared a common interest in building the sales of HBS product in Mr. McIsaac's territory, and had
been working cooperatively to do so. I find it consistent with the probabilities of the situation
existing at that time that Mr. Kichuk did explain to Mr. McIsaac the reason for the reduction of his
contract fee in 1998, and that the plaintiff agreed to the reduction at that time. The defendant did not
breach the Agreement when it reduced the contract fee in January 1998.

230 In 1999, Mr. McIsaac reported expenses exceeding $54,000 for subcontractors who assisted
him in promoting and selling the defendant's products in his territory. His sales increased
substantially over 1998. On a balance of probabilities, I find that the plaintiff in 1999 did engage
subcontractors who provided a level of service equivalent to that of a full-time employee in every
month.

231 By the year 2000, and until he terminated the contract, the plaintiff did have at least one
full-time employee or subcontractor.

232 The distribution agreement made between MuscleTech and HBS on May 1, 2000 required
the defendant to identify the personnel it would use to market and sell MuscleTech products. The
schedule to that agreement identified three full-time sales personnel other than the plaintiff for
Alberta and British Columbia. In cross-examination, Mr. Kichuk agreed that one of these
individuals, Matt Bomba, was a full-time employee or subcontractor of the plaintiff. Mr. Kichuk
professed to be unaware of the particular employment relationships between Mr. McIsaac and the
other sales personnel listed in the schedule to the MuscleTech distribution agreement.

233 In addition, Mr. Herb Sommerfeld was a full-time employee of the plaintiff between 2000
and 2002. Mr. Sommerfeld testified that before he left his position, Mr. McIsaac had hired another
employee or subcontractor to replace him.

234 Mr. Kichuk testified that the plaintiff made no complaint in 1999 or 2000 regarding the
reduction of the contract fee to $5,000. His evidence on that point is contradicted by the letter dated
August 9, 2000 from the plaintiff's solicitors, which articulated the plaintiff's objection to the
reduction and demanded payment of the full amount of the $7,000 contract fee.

235 From January, 1999 through August, 2000, the plaintiff had engaged subcontractors or
employees as required by paragraph 3.1 of the July 28, 1997 Agreement and was entitled to
payment of the full monthly contract fee of $7,000. The defendant breached the Agreement by
reducing his contract fee during that period.

236 According to Mr. Kichuk, the parties orally agreed that as of September 2000 when HBS
began to pay commission of 7.5% on all sales (other than GNC, MuscleTech and Natrol), the
contract fee became an advance on commissions. The commission payable statements issued by the
defendant for the months of September 2000 onward do reflect this change. The amendments to the
Agreement set out in the letter from Berge & Company to HBS of November 16, 2000 provide for
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the elimination of the contract fee and the original commission structure, and for their replacement
by new commission provisions applicable to all sales, rather than only to sales in excess of $50,000
in British Columbia, and $20,000 in Alberta.

237 From September 2000 until December 2002, the plaintiff received a monthly advance on
commission of $5,500. Each of the monthly commission payable statements issued by HBS to the
plaintiff identified this payment as a draw on commission. After September 2000, Mr. McIsaac did
not object to the monthly draws of $5,500.

238 I have found that HBS breached the Agreement by paying the plaintiff the reduced contract
fee of $5,000 for each month from January, 1999 through March, 2000, and by paying a contract fee
of only $5,500 for the period April through August 2000. Mr. McIsaac is entitled to damages in the
amount of $37,500 for the defendant's failure to pay the full contract fee from January, 1999
through August, 2000.

239 From September, 2000, until the termination of the Agreement, the contract fee was
eliminated. The parties agreed that the plaintiff would receive a monthly draw against commission
of $5,500, and that the plaintiff would earn commission on all sales made by him in British
Columbia and Alberta. The plaintiff had no entitlement to the contract fee after August 2000.

Reduction of Alberta Commission from 10% to 5%

240 The defendant acknowledges that it unilaterally reduced the plaintiff's commission on
Alberta sales from 10% to 5% in June 2002. HBS did so because it was dissatisfied at that time with
the plaintiff's sales and marketing services to Alberta customers.

241 Although Mr. McIsaac had likely reduced the level of service he was providing in Alberta by
June of 2002, no provision of the Agreement entitled the defendant to unilaterally reduce the
plaintiff's commission in these circumstances. Paragraph 8 of the July 28, 1997 Agreement did
authorize HBS, if it were not in default, to terminate the contract if the plaintiff's gross sales fell
below $50,000 per month on average for a six-month period. That never occurred.

242 HBS breached the Agreement when it reduced the plaintiff's commission on Alberta sales
from 10% to 5% for the period June through December 2002. I assess those damages at $40,500. I
arrive at that amount by adjusting the Alberta commission rate from 5% to 10%, using the Alberta
sales figures recorded in each of the monthly commission statements issued by HBS to the plaintiff
from June through November 2002, and by assuming that for December 2002 about 50% of Mr.
McIsaac's total sales of $154,000 were Alberta sales.

January 2003 Commission

243 The defendant breached the Agreement when it failed to pay Mr. McIsaac the commission
draw due on January 1, 2003, and by failing to pay him any commission for that month. The
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defendant did produce a statement of commission payable to Mr. McIsaac for January 2003 dated
February 15, 2003. (Exhibit 2, tab 10). That document shows that Mr. McIsaac's total Alberta and
British Columbia sales for January 2003 were $300,252.59. That statement calculates commission
payable to the plaintiff for January 2003, inclusive of G.S.T., in the amount of $21,769.45.
However, the defendant's calculation reflects commission on Alberta sales at 5% rather than 10%,
and does not include any amount for the monthly GNC fee. In January 2003, Alberta sales totalled
approximately $180,000. If one assesses the commission due on Alberta sales at 10%, rather than
the 5% rate used by HBS, the plaintiff was entitled to about $18,000 commission on those sales,
rather than the $9,000 recorded by HBS in its commission statement for January 2003. Allowing for
the additional commission on Alberta sales and the GNC monthly fee, I would assess Mr. McIsaac's
loss under this head at $30,500.

244 The plaintiff's damages for past loss include:

a) GNC $1,500 monthly fee
- June to December 2002 $10,500

b) Adjustment to GNC monthly
fee for four months when
GNC's sales exceeded
$150,000 $ 2,800

c) Unpaid contract fees $37,500

d) Damages for reduction in
Alberta commission June
through December 2002 $40,500

e) Damages for January 2003 $30,500
--------
$121,800

245 The plaintiff is entitled to some additional damages in order to fully compensate him for the
defendant's failure to pay to him commission for December 2002. Aside from the GNC monthly fee
for December, which I have already taken into account, the unpaid commission due to the plaintiff
for December 2002 was $11,591 (Exhibit 49, tab 5, Schedule A-6). Of that amount, about $3,500 is
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included in my assessment of damages for the reduction in Alberta commission from 10% to 5%.
That leaves about $8,000 in additional unpaid December commission. I would therefore round up
the plaintiff's damages for past loss to $130,000.

246 I have not accepted Mr. Spence's estimate of the plaintiff's past loss because his calculation is
based on erroneous assumptions that Mr. McIsaac was entitled to commission on GNC sales made
in Ontario; that there were commissions due to the plaintiff for house accounts; that there were no
amendments to the Agreement; and that the plaintiff was entitled to payment of the monthly
contract fee of $7,000 after August 2000.

The Plaintiff's Claim for Future Loss

247 During the trial, the defendant objected to the plaintiff leading any evidence with respect to
losses allegedly sustained after Mr. McIsaac filed his writ and statement of claim in December
2002. The defendant made this objection on the basis that the plaintiff had not specifically pleaded a
claim for future loss and had not pleaded repudiation or fundamental breach of contract. However,
because the defendant had come to trial fully prepared to answer Mr. McIsaac's claim for future
loss, and had delivered expert reports from Mr. Robert D.Mackay of Blair Mackay Mynett
Valuations Inc. responding to that claim, I permitted the plaintiff to lead evidence of future loss. At
the conclusion of the damages assessment hearing, the plaintiff applied for leave to amend the
statement of claim to plead fundamental breach, repudiation of the Agreement by the defendant, and
acceptance of that repudiation.

248 HBS opposed the plaintiff's application to amend his statement of claim.

249 The defendant is not prejudiced by the proposed amendments. Its statement of defence filed
in March, 2003, pled failure to mitigate future losses. Since the summer of 2005, HBS sought
document production from the plaintiff respecting his efforts to mitigate future loss. The defendant
came to trial with expert reports analyzing the plaintiff's future loss claim and the extent to which
Mr. McIsaac had mitigated his claimed losses.

250 Rule 24(1) of the Rules of Court provides that a party may amend a pleading at any time with
leave of the court.

251 In Langret Investments S.A. v. McDonnell (1996), 21 B.C.L.R. (3d) 145, the Court of Appeal
held at para. 34:

Rule 24(1) of the Rules of Court in British Columbia allows a party to amend an
originating process or pleading. Amendments are allowed unless prejudice can be
demonstrated by the opposite party or the amendment will be useless. The
rationale for allowing amendments is to enable the real issues to be determined.
The practice followed in civil matters when amendments are sought fulfils the
fundamental objective of the civil rules which is to ensure the just, speedy and
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inexpensive determination of every proceeding on the merits. See McLachlin and
Taylor, British Columbia Practice (2nd Ed.) pp. 24-1 to 24-2-10, and the
decision of this Court in Chavez v. Sundance Cruises Corp. (1993), 15 C.P.C.
(3d) 305, 309-10.

252 The court may permit an amendment at any stage of the litigation up to the end of the trial:
Rice v. Chan Estate (1998), 62 B.C.L.R. (3d) 113 at para. 62.

253 The defendant was not taken by surprise by the plaintiff's future loss claim, despite the
inadequacy of the plaintiff's pleadings. The defendant has had the opportunity to cross-examine the
plaintiff extensively with respect to his future loss claim, to adduce evidence and make submissions
in answer to the plaintiff's assertions of repudiation and fundamental breach.

254 The judgment in default of defence is a judgment on the pleadings as they stood at the time
that judgment was entered. However, as I have found, the defendant had notice well before the entry
of the default judgment, that Mr. McIsaac was claiming damages for future loss. HBS had sought
and obtained production of documents relating to Mr. McIsaac's efforts to mitigate his losses since
January, 2003, and continued to do so right up to the commencement of the trial.

255 The plaintiff's application to amend his statement of claim is granted. Mr. McIsaac is at
liberty to file an amended statement of claim in the form attached to his notice of motion delivered
at the conclusion of the trial.

256 The plaintiff submits that the ability of the defendant to amend its pleadings in response to
the plaintiff's amended pleading of repudiation and fundamental breach is constrained by Rule 24(8)
of the Rules of Court, which provides:

(8) Where an amended statement of claim, counterclaim, or third party notice is
served on or delivered to an opposing party,

(a) the opposing party, if he or she has already delivered a statement of
defence, may amend that statement of defence, but only with respect to any
matter raised by the amendments to the statement of claim, counterclaim or
third party notice, and

(b) the period for filing and delivering a statement of defence or amended
statement of defence is 14 days after the amended pleading is delivered to
him or her.

257 Rule 24(8) precludes the responding party from raising matters that do not relate to the
amendments. The plaintiff argues that as a result of the striking of the statement of defence, the
defendant may not invoke the right to amend pleadings provided by Rule 24(8) since there is no
longer any statement of defence to amend.
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258 While that submission has some force, the object of the Rules of Court is to ensure the just,
speedy and inexpensive determination of every proceeding on its merits.

259 In my view, it is just that the defendant have the opportunity, if it so chooses, to file a
responsive defence to the plaintiff's amended pleadings on an issue which goes to the heart of the
damages claim in this case. Counsel having cited no authority to the contrary, and having regard to
the purposes of the Rules of Court, I find that Rule 24(8) does not in this case preclude the
defendant from delivering an amended statement of defence responding to the plaintiff's allegations
of repudiation, acceptance of repudiation and fundamental breach.

Fundamental Breach

260 Whether a breach of contract amounts to a fundamental breach is a question of fact. The
nature of the inquiry into what constitutes a fundamental breach is explained by Professor Fridman
in The Law of Contract in Canada, 5th edition, 2006 (Toronto: Thomson Carswell, 2006) at pp.
588-589:

In every instance, it is question of fact whether the breach complained of
by the innocent party amounts to a fundamental breach. That question, in turn,
depends upon: the terms of the contract; the intended benefit to the innocent
party; the purpose of the contract; the material consequences of the breach; and,
perhaps, though this has never been discussed in the cases, the extent to which
the loss incurred by the innocent party can be remedied adequately by an award
of damages. One point is clear. Whether a breach is fundamental does not appear
to depend upon any express terms of the contract. The determination of a
fundamental breach is a teleological question not one that involves construction
of the contract in the narrow, literal sense. The concept of fundamental breach
seems to transcend the normal issues of contractual interpretation. It involves
investigation of the underlying nature and purpose of the contract into which the
parties have entered, and the respective benefits designed to be obtained or
ensured by the agreement.

261 A fundamental breach is "a failure in the breaching party's performance of its obligations
under the contract that deprives the non-breaching party of substantially the whole benefit of the
agreement": Guarantee Co. of North America v. Gordon Capital Corp., [1999] 3 S.C.R. 423
(S.C.C.) at para. 50.

262 In Guarantee Co. of North America v. Gordon Capital Corp. the Court said this respecting
repudiation and its consequences at para. 40:

40 Repudiation, by contrast, occurs "by words or conduct evincing an intention
not to be bound by the contract. It was held by the Privy Council in Clausen v.
Canada Timber & Lands Ltd. ([1923] 4 D.L.R. 751 (British Columbia P.C.)),
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that such an intention may be evinced by a refusal to perform, even though the
party refusing mistakenly thinks that he is exercising a contractual right" (S. M.
Waddams, The Law of Contracts (4th ed. 1999), at para. 620). Contrary to
rescission, which allows the rescinding party to treat the contract as if it were
void ab initio, the effect of a repudiation depends on the election made by the
non-repudiating party. If that party treats the contract as still being in full force
and effect, the contract "remains in being for the future on both sides. Each
[party] has a right to sue for damages for past or future breaches" (emphasis in
original): Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston's Law of Contract (12th ed. 1991), by
M. P. Furmston, at p. 541. If, however, the non-repudiating party accepts the
repudiation, the contract is terminated, and the parties are discharged from future
obligations. Rights and obligations that have already matured are not
extinguished. Furmston, supra, at pp. 543-44.

263 A fundamental breach may occur either through one material breach of the contract or by the
cumulative effect of the defaulting party making a number of unilateral changes to the agreement:
Kussmann v. AT&T Capital Canada Inc., 2002 BCCA 281 at para. 50.

264 Here, the parties had entered into a contract for the marketing and sale of the defendant's
product line. Aside from the monthly fee of $1,500 for GNC, the plaintiff's remuneration consisted
entirely of commission on his sales of the defendant's products in British Columbia and Alberta.
The benefits the plaintiff received under the Agreement were directly proportionate to the sales he
made each month.

265 The defendant unilaterally terminated the payment of the GNC monthly fee in June 2002,
and at the same time reduced the plaintiff's Alberta commission rate from 10% to 5%. Between
June and December 2002, Alberta accounted for about 50% of the plaintiff's total sales. The
defendant's unilateral reduction of the plaintiff's commission on Alberta sales had a material impact
on the plaintiff's remuneration.

266 HBS failed to pay Mr. McIsaac his commission draw, or any commission for January 2003.
The plaintiff had continued to perform services under the Agreement until at least January 10, 2003.
The defendant's records show that total sales of HBS' product in British Columbia and Alberta in
January 2003 were $300,253. Most if not all of those sales resulted from the plaintiff's efforts to
market and sell the defendant's product before January 10, 2003.

267 In my view, the cumulative effect of the unilateral changes to the Agreement made by the
defendant in June 2002 and the defendant's failure or refusal to pay Mr. McIsaac the draw against
commission due to him on January 1, 2003, or indeed any commission that month, constituted a
fundamental breach of the Agreement. By first imposing material reductions to the plaintiff's
remuneration, continuing those reductions for seven months and then failing to pay the January
commission draw, the defendant had demonstrated by the beginning of January 2003 that it no
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longer intended to perform its side of the bargain. By doing so, HBS effectively deprived the
plaintiff of the benefit of the Agreement. Cumulatively, the defendant's breaches amounted to a
repudiation of the Agreement.

268 The choice confronting an innocent party following the defaulting party's fundamental
breach is described by the Court of Appeal in Morrison-Knudsen Co. Inc. et al v. British Columbia
Hydro and Power Authority, [1978] B.C.J. No. 1218, 85 D.L.R. (3d) 186 at para. 130:

130 ... When faced with a fundamental breach the innocent party is put to an
election. He may elect to affirm the contract and to hold the other party to the
performance of his obligations and sue for damages as compensation for the
breach. He may, on the other hand, elect to treat the breach as a fundamental
breach and accept it as such. Thus he would terminate the contract and thereafter
be relieved of any further duty to perform and he could sue at once for damages
or quantum meruit for performance to that point. It is essential that such election,
an election between inconsistent rights, be made promptly and communicated to
the guilty party. Once made, the election is binding and cannot be changed.

269 The defendant submits that the plaintiff affirmed the Agreement when he commenced his
action for damages for breach of contract without pleading that HBS had repudiated or
fundamentally breached the contract. However, the plaintiff did give notice to the defendant on
January 10, 2003 that he regarded the Agreement as terminated. Although the plaintiff had
continued to perform the contract until January 10, 2003, his solicitor's letter of that date constituted
notice to the defendant that Mr. McIsaac was treating the Agreement as at an end.

270 HBS did not pay the plaintiff his draw due January 1, 2003, or any commission for January
2003.

271 Commenting on the point that an election to accept a repudiation is irrevocable, S.M.
Waddams in The Law of Contracts, 5th ed., 2005 (Toronto: Canada Law Book Inc., 2005) at p. 448
says this:

The innocent party, however, is not bound to elect at once, and will not lose
rights merely by waiting, or by negotiating in the hope of a settlement. But if the
party indicates expressly or impliedly that performance will be accepted despite
the repudiation, it would seem that the party should be estopped from terminating
if the repudiator acts on the indication and tenders performance.

272 Here, HBS did nothing between the time of service of the plaintiff's statement of claim and
its delivery of the letter of January 10, 2003 to perform the Agreement by paying the plaintiff in
conformance with the commission structure.

273 I find that the plaintiff elected to accept the defendant's repudiation and to treat the
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Agreement as terminated, and that he communicated that election to the defendant by his solicitor's
letter of January 10, 2003.

Plaintiff's Claim for Damages for Second Renewal Period

274 A future contingency, such as the prospect for the plaintiff not renewing the agreement for a
second five-year term, need not be established on a balance of probabilities. The risk of the future
event occurring must be proved. Contingencies which are possible rather than probable may be
considered: Kovats v. Ogilvie, [1970] B.C.J. No. 653 (C.A.) at para. 6.

275 The discussion of July 17, 2002 between Mr. McIsaac and HBS, and Mr. McIsaac's e-mail
documenting that discussion, previously described at paras. 113 and 114 of these reasons, illustrate
the extent to which the relationship between Mr. McIsaac and the defendant had deteriorated at or
about the time the plaintiff exercised his first right of renewal. The plaintiff testified that by the end
of November 2002 there was "quite a bit of animosity" between the parties. Mr. McIsaac's
subsequent testimony that he would have renewed the agreement for a third term because he loved
what he was doing rings hollow.

276 By the second half of 2002, Mr. McIsaac was, by his own estimate, only devoting about 25%
of his time to HBS. Although he claims that he had developed his customer base in Alberta and
British Columbia to the point where frequent visits were no longer required, the defendant's sales
records show a significant decline in sales in both British Columbia and Alberta over the period
from September through December 2002. The plaintiff's total sales declined from $318,000 in
September, to $196,000 in October, $221,000 in November, and $154,500 in December 2002.
During this time, Mr. McIsaac was devoting some of his time, and much his energy to other
business activities, conducted through MDL and his wife's company, Rodeo Enterprises Ltd.

277 In my view, it is probable that the plaintiff would not have renewed the Agreement for the
second five-year renewal period. Had the plaintiff not terminated the Agreement in January 2003,
there is a real possibility that the defendant would have asserted that Mr. McIsaac was in breach of
his obligation to exercise his best efforts on behalf of HBS, and would have terminated the
Agreement well before the time for any second renewal.

278 The plaintiff has failed to establish on a balance of probabilities that but for the defendant's
breach of contract he would have exercised his right to renew the Agreement for the second renewal
period.

279 The plaintiff's claim for future loss is therefore limited to the first contract renewal period,
which ended July 28, 2007.

Future Loss: Maintainable Sales Approach v. Commission Statement Approach

280 The plaintiff's expert, Mr. Spence, put forward two alternative models for calculating future
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loss. The first is the maintainable sales approach, which is founded on the assumption that the
plaintiff would have been able to maintain sales in British Columbia and Alberta representing 35%
of the defendant's total sales.

281 Under the second model, the commission statement approach, the plaintiff's future loss is
calculated on the assumption that he would have performed as well as the commission sales
personnel who the defendant hired to replace him. Mr. Spence took the total of the actual sales
achieved by the salespeople who replaced Mr. McIsaac, included sales to GNC and house sales, and
assumed that Mr. McIsaac would have earned similar commissions. He also added the base salary
of $7,000 per month before deducting expenses.

282 The commission statement approach is preferable to the maintainable sales approach for the
following reasons. First, the commission statement approach is based on actual sales performance in
British Columbia and Alberta during the period for which future loss is claimed. Second, the
assumption that sales in British Columbia and Alberta would maintain a constant proportion of 35%
of national sales is flawed. After January 2003, HBS continued to build its business in various parts
of the country, including Quebec. As sales in other regions such as Quebec increase, and become a
larger percentage of national sales, the percentage of sales to British Columbia and Alberta, as a
percentage of the defendant's total sales will decrease.

283 Although Mr. McIsaac, when motivated, is a highly productive salesperson, I am not
persuaded that he would, on a balance of probabilities, have achieved results better than those
actually obtained by his successors.

284 I am satisfied that the commission statement approach is the appropriate starting point for the
assessment of future loss in this case.

285 The plaintiff's expert, Mr. Spence, calculated Mr. McIsaac's future loss for the period
February 2003 through September 30, 2008 using the commission statement approach in the
amount of $1,129,700.

286 I have found that the plaintiff's claim for future loss is limited to the first renewal period,
which ended on July 28, 2007. Mr. Spence's calculation of the plaintiff's future loss to September
30, 2008 includes estimates of the plaintiff's future loss for the fiscal year ending February 28, 2008
in the amount of $321,900, and $188,400 for the period March 1 to September 30, 2008.

287 In order to adjust Mr. Spence's calculation of the plaintiff's future losses on the commission
statement approach to the period from February 2003 to July 28, 2007, I would deduct $350,000
from his estimate of $1,129,700. I make that deduction on the basis that it represents about one-half
of Mr. Spence's estimate of the plaintiff's loss for the fiscal year ending February 28, 2008, plus the
additional sum of $188,400 for the period of March 1 to September 30, 2008. Accordingly, Mr.
Spence's commission statement approach, so adjusted, would result in an estimate of the plaintiff's
claim for future loss to July 28, 2007 in the amount of $779,700.
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288 In calculating the plaintiff's future loss, Mr. Spence assumed again that:

a) the Agreement was never amended;
b) the plaintiff was entitled to the $7,000 per month contract fee as a base salary

throughout the future loss period;
c) both GNC sales and house sales form part of the plaintiff's commissionable sales.

289 None of these assumptions are supported by the facts as I have found them, or by my
construction of the Agreement.

290 Mr. Mackay produced a report, marked as Exhibit 49, in which he adjusted Mr. Spence's
commission statement model to reflect five varied sets of assumptions.

291 Mr. Mackay's model number 5 adjusts Mr. Spence's commission statement approach to
include assumptions that:

a) There was no commission fee subsequent to August 2000;
b) No GNC or house sales were included in the calculation of commission

revenue;
c) Variable costs were calculated as a percentage of Mr. McIsaac's total

Alberta and British Columbia sales, excluding GNC and house sales;
d) After August 2000, commission was calculated at a rate of 7.5% on all

sales.

292 Mr. Mackay's method is preferable to Mr. Spence's because it excludes commission on GNC
and house sales, and the $7,000 monthly contract fee that the plaintiff's expert included in his
calculations.

293 Under Mr. Mackay's model number 5, the plaintiff's estimated future loss on the commission
statement approach for the period February 2003 through September 2008 is $169,150. However it
is once more necessary to adjust the estimate of future loss to July 28, 2007. Mr. Mackay's
calculation includes an estimated future loss of $80,000 for the fiscal year ending February 28,
2008, and an estimated loss of $40,550 for the seven months ending September 30, 2008. Backing
out one-half of the loss calculated for the fiscal year ending February 28, 2008, and the full amount
for March through September 2008 would result in a deduction of about $80,000 from Mr.
Mackay's estimate of the plaintiff's future loss. However, Mr. Mackay's model does not make any
provision for payment to the plaintiff of the monthly fee of $1,500 for his servicing of GNC outlets.
Allowing for that fee at $1,500 per month for the 54 months from February 2003 through July 2007
would add $81,000 to Mr. McIsaac's revenues, although the plaintiff would also have incurred some
expenses to earn those additional revenues.

294 Mr. Mackay's model probably also understates Mr. McIsaac's projected commission earnings
for the future loss period because he has applied the rate of 7.5% to all sales, rather than the rates in
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effect after August 2001, which were 8% for Listed Customers, and 10% for all other sales, except
Natrol at 5%.

295 Doing my best to take all of these factors into account, and adjusting Mr. Mackay' s estimate
to reflect a loss period ending July 28, 2007, the additional income from the monthly fee for GNC,
and the commission rates actually payable under the Agreement, I would assess Mr. McIsaac's
future loss at $200,000, before mitigation.

296 Mr. Spence assumed that there was no mitigation by the plaintiff during the period from
February 2003 through 2007.

297 As I explain in the next section of these reasons, in fact, Mr. McIsaac's mitigation exceeds
even Mr. Spence's estimate of the plaintiff's future loss, as I have adjusted it to July 28, 2007.

Mitigation

298 Notwithstanding the striking of the statement of defence, where both parties have led
evidence at trial respecting the plaintiff's efforts to mitigate his losses, it is appropriate for the court
to consider the issue of mitigation in assessing damages: Dhanoa v. M.O.S.A.I.C. Multi-Lingual
Orientation Service Assn. for Immigrant Communities, [1995] B.C.J. No. 853 (S.C.) at paras. 13-14.
Further, mitigation relates to damages rather than liability: JJM Construction Ltd. v. Sandspit
Harbour Society, [2000] B.C.J. No. 605 (C.A.) at para. 27. The deemed admissions rule does not
preclude the court from determining whether, and to what extent, the plaintiff has mitigated his
losses.

299 The duty to find and accept equivalent employment requires a plaintiff to take such steps as a
reasonable person in the terminated employee's position would take in his interests in order to
maintain his income and his position in his industry, trade or profession: Forshaw v. Aluminex
Excursions Ltd. (1989), 27 C.C.E.L. 208 (B.C.C.A.).

300 The defendant bears the onus of showing not only a failure by the plaintiff to take steps to
mitigate, but also that had the plaintiff taken reasonable steps to mitigate, he would likely have
obtained comparable alternate employment: Brien v. Niagara Motors Ltd., [2008] O.J. No. 3246,
2008 CarswellOnt 4936 (Ont. S.C.J.) at para. 272.

301 The defendant submits that Mr. McIsaac failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate his loss
because he did not make reasonable efforts to secure employment with another company selling
nutrition products. Instead, Mr. McIsaac launched his own sales and distribution business through
MDL which, according to the plaintiff, sustained losses totalling $1.6 million between 2003 and
September 30, 2007.

302 Mr. McIsaac testified that after leaving HBS he talked to a couple of companies about
representing their products in Western Canada, but concluded that he could not afford to work for
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the one company that did make him an offer. The plaintiff also gave evidence that as a result of his
aggressive approach to sales, he had antagonized some of HBS' competitors. On that basis, he
believed that these companies would not have been prepared to offer him employment. In
cross-examination, Mr. McIsaac admitted that he had not approached any of 10 competitors of HBS
to seek employment.

303 Mr. Kichuk testified that good salespeople are hard to find and that HBS had difficulties in
replacing Mr. McIsaac. Mr. McIsaac knew the sports nutrition industry, had significant sales
experience, and a successful track record. Mr. McIsaac made no effort to test his assertion that his
competitive approach to sales and marketing had alienated competitors of HBS to the point where
they would not hire him. He failed to make reasonable efforts to find a comparable sales position
with another established distributor of sport nutrition or health products.

304 Taking into account Mr. McIsaac's particular skills and experience, and Mr. Kichuk's
evidence regarding the difficulty of finding highly capable sales personnel, I find that if the plaintiff
had made reasonable efforts to find employment equivalent to his position at HBS, he would likely
have succeeded.

305 Mr. McIsaac gave evidence that he honoured the six-month non-competition clause
contained in the July, 1997 agreement. However, he had taken the position that HBS had repudiated
that contract, and that he had accepted the repudiation. Once the defendant had repudiated the
contract, and Mr. McIsaac accepted the repudiation, he was not bound by the non-competition
clause because the contract was at an end: Gerrard v. Century 21 Armour Real Estate Inc., [1991]
O.J. No. 261 (Gen. Div.) at para. 13.

306 It was open to Mr. McIsaac to pursue his own business through MDL after his contract with
HBS terminated in January 2003. However, the plaintiff's efforts to mitigate through
self-employment must still be reasonable.

307 Mr. McIsaac explained that he was determined to continue to operate MDL despite the fact
that it accrued losses of $1.6 million between 2003 and 2007 because he believed that the business
would ultimately succeed. The plaintiff claims that he personally supported the operations of MDL
by repeatedly refinancing his home, by investing all of his personal savings, and by multiple
borrowings. Mr. McIsaac also testified that he personally guaranteed debts owed by MDL to the
Royal Bank, and to another financial institution, Maple Trust. Mr. McIsaac has not produced loan
documents or guarantees in support of this testimony. MDL's ledgers make no reference to Maple
Trust.

308 When the defendant's expert, Mr. Mackay, reviewed MDL's ledgers, he determined that the
"loans payable to shareholder - K. MacIsaac" totalled only $84,913 as of September 2008. While
the MDL ledger also refers to a "Pacifica mortgage", there is no documentation identifying the
property secured by that mortgage or the amount of mortgage proceeds advanced to MDL. In the
absence of supporting documentation, Mr. McIsaac's evidence respecting his personal financing of
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MDL's debt, and particularly his guarantee of that debt, is not reliable.

309 As Whitten J. explained in Allan v. Westinghouse Canada Inc., [2000] O.J. No. 5054 (Ont.
S.C.J.) at paras. 87 and 88, self-employment is problematic as mitigation because it, unlike salaried
employment, involves start-up costs that may preclude the self-employed plaintiff from earning
income until his business is established, and because the self-employed plaintiff may make personal
choices that are incompatible with reasonable efforts to mitigate. The court in Allan v.
Westinghouse Canada Inc. at para. 87 characterized self-employment as a "last resort" rather than a
"first line of attack" for mitigation of loss of income resulting from termination of employment.

310 In Huszar v. Antech Antenna Technologies Ltd., [1988] O.J. No. 2145 (H.C.J.), a 37-year-old
plaintiff electrician claimed damages for wrongful dismissal. Mitigation was in issue because the
plaintiff, who previously had no difficulty in moving from one salaried position to another in his
field, had chosen to launch his own business following the termination of his employment by the
defendant. The court stated at p. 15:

I conclude his failure to look for employment was the result of a career decision
he made soon after October 22nd, 1984 that he would go into business for
himself. No one can complain about a man making that decision, and it may have
been the right one for him to make. But the defendant is not responsible for the
earnings lost in the three years after [the termination], unless going into business
for himself had a reasonable likelihood of keeping his loss as small as it would
have been if he had sought employment.

311 Even where self-employment initially offers reasonable prospects of success as a means of
mitigating the loss of employment that does not end the matter. Once a plaintiff ought reasonably to
understand that his business will not succeed, his obligation to make reasonable efforts to find other
employment arises again if he intends to seek damages from his former employer for future loss:
Wenarchuk v. Comstock Canada, [1997] S.J. No. 608 (QB) at para. 31.

312 Mr. McIsaac testified that in 2004 and 2005 when MDL was endeavouring to sell its own 4
Ever Fit brand products, he was aware that the company did not have enough capital to fund its
operations. Nonetheless, MDL contracted with a supplier, GFR Pharma, to supply products when it
did not have the ability to pay for those products. As a consequence, MDL's debts continued to
accumulate.

313 As I discuss below, during the period 2003 through 2007 Mr. McIsaac also played a key role
in operating, and received income from another company, Rodeo Enterprises Ltd. ("Rodeo"). The
business of Rodeo included the sale of human health products. Rodeo was incorporated in 2002.
The plaintiff's wife, Mrs. Tammy McIsaac was the sole shareholder and director of Rodeo.

314 If, as the plaintiff urges, one were to view the operations of MDL in isolation from those of
Rodeo, then by September 30, 2005, the end of MDL's 2004-2005 fiscal year, it ought reasonably to
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have been apparent to Mr. McIsaac that MDL would not succeed. Again, if one were to accept that
MDL accumulated losses of $1.6 million from 2003 through 2007 with no countervailing benefits
flowing to Mr. McIsaac from MDL or any related companies, then by September 30, 2005 at the
latest, Mr. McIsaac ought to have been actively seeking employment in a commissioned sales
position rather than continuing to operate MDL at a mounting loss.

315 However, notwithstanding the losses recorded by MDL from 2003 through 2007, Mr.
McIsaac did derive financial benefits from that company, and from Rodeo.

316 The task of determining the direct and indirect financial benefits received by the plaintiff
from MDL and Rodeo is complicated due to the inconsistencies and gaps in the financial records
produced by the plaintiff. As Mr. Mackay reported, the plaintiff produced two sets of general
ledgers for MDL for each of the years 2003 through 2007. These ledgers do not reconcile to each
other and in some cases do not reconcile to the financial statements for MDL. Similarly, some of the
general ledgers for Rodeo do not reconcile to that company's financial statements.

317 Mr. Mackay was unable to determine if his analysis of the financial benefits that the plaintiff
and his wife received from MDL and Rodeo was complete. Mr. Mackay could not tell from the
financial records produced by the plaintiff whether any of the retained earnings in Rodeo as at
January 31, 2007 in the amount of $362,590 accrued to the plaintiff's benefit.

318 The Defendant's expert also reported that Rodeo recorded "other salaries and benefits" in its
financial statements for the years 2003 through 2007 in the amount of $342,874 that he could not
reconcile to Rodeo's T4 filings with the Canada Revenue Agency for that period. Mr. Mackay could
not determine whether Mr. or Mrs. McIaac received any of these monies.

319 I accept Mr. Mackay's conclusion at para. 11.05 of his report on mitigation that:

Other than the Plaintiff's income tax returns, Tammy McIsaac's income tax
returns and the corporate T4 summaries the financial information provided was
either insufficient or too unreliable in order to determine the extent, if any, of the
financial benefits that may have accrued to the plaintiff and/or his wife
subsequent to the termination of the relationship with Healthy Bodies.

320 The plaintiff's expert, Mr. Spence, did not take into account any income or dividends paid to
the plaintiff or Mrs. McIsaac by Rodeo when calculating the income earned by the plaintiff in
mitigation of the termination of his contract with HBS. However, MDL and Rodeo are closely
linked companies that operated under the guiding hand of Mr. McIsaac during the period from 2003
through 2007.

321 Mr. Mackay was able to determine from the personal and corporate tax returns that he
reviewed that the plaintiff received salary and benefits from MDL and Rodeo for the calendar years
2003 through 2007 totalling $433,520, and that during the same period Tammy McIsaac received
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salary and benefits from MDL and Rodeo, as well as dividends from Rodeo, totalling $480,977.

322 Mr. McKay's opinion that the businesses of Rodeo and MDL are so interrelated that it is
appropriate to assess the direct and indirect financial benefits received by the plaintiff from both
companies for the purposes of mitigation is supported by the following facts:

(a) MDL and Rodeo loaned each other money for their operations;
(b) Rodeo paid Mr. McIsaac a salary of $92,250 in the fiscal year ending

September 30, 2003;
(c) Rodeo and MDL both engage in the business of selling human health

products. Rodeo's customers include vendors of human health products.
One of Rodeo's principal sources of income was VigRx, a sexual stimulant
produced for human consumption. Advanced Botanicals, a vendor of
human health products dealt exclusively with Mr. McIsaac in purchasing
VigRx from Rodeo;

(d) Rodeo received deposits on behalf of MDL which it recorded in the Rodeo
general ledger;

(e) Rodeo and MDL are listed in each other's corporate income tax returns as
related companies;

(f) Obsolete inventory was transferred between MDL and Rodeo;
(g) Mr. McIsaac signed documents for Rodeo and held himself out as

"President, Rodeo Equities Inc." when he negotiated the sale of the assets
of MDL and related U.S. companies in September 2008;

(h) Both companies have a common office and use the same bookkeeper and
accountant.

323 The plaintiff did not call Tammy McIsaac as a witness to testify about any work she
performed or any services she provided for Rodeo, or respecting the relationship between MDL and
Rodeo.

324 In the absence of any evidence to the contrary from Mrs. McIsaac, and taking into account
the evidence of the plaintiff's role in transacting the business of Rodeo as well as MDL, I infer that
Mr. McIsaac was the controlling mind of both Rodeo and MDL, and that he directed the operations
of both companies. Because the operations of the two companies are so closely connected, and both
involve the sale of human health products, in my view it is appropriate to take into account both the
profits earned by Rodeo and the losses reported by MDL in considering the extent to which Mr.
McIsaac mitigated the loss of his contract with HBS. Furthermore, the plaintiff derived benefits
from Rodeo as well as MDL that mitigated his damages. In addition, because there is no reliable
evidence of any services actually performed by Mrs. McIssac, the salary and benefits she received
from MDL and Rodeo constitute an indirect financial benefit to the plaintiff for the purposes of
mitigation.
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325 I find MDL and Rodeo are related businesses and that the salaries, benefits and dividends
paid by those companies to both the plaintiff and Mrs. McIsaac from 2003 through 2007 in the
amount $914,497 more than mitigate the damages sustained by Mr. McIsaac after the termination of
the Agreement as a result of the defendant's breaches of contract.

326 Mr. Mackay calculated the amounts received by Mr. and Mrs. McIsaac from MDL and
Rodeo on a pre-tax basis. I accept his opinion that in order to compare the plaintiff's loss and the
mitigation of that loss, both Mr. McIsaac's loss of commission earnings and the financial benefits he
received from MDL and Rodeo should be calculated, as he has done, on the basis of pre-tax dollars.

327 Mr. Spence opined that the losses recorded by MDL in the amount of $1.6 million to
September 30, 2007 should be attributed to Mr. McIsaac personally and be set off against the
income he received during the same period. Those losses would more than offset all of the income
paid by both companies to Mr. and Mrs. McIsaac. In essence, Mr. Spence treats Mr. McIsaac and
MDL as one entity.

328 Mr. Mackay testified that MDL's losses should not be set off against the personal income and
financial benefits received by Mr. McIsaac because MDL is a limited company. I prefer Mr.
Mackay's approach. Unless the debts of MDL are liabilities personally guaranteed by the plaintiff,
those debts are not personal liabilities of Mr. McIsaac. Here, as I have already found, there is no
reliable evidence that Mr. McIsaac guaranteed payment of MDL's losses. MDL's losses were in
large part financed by that company's trade creditors. They, rather than Mr. McIsaac stood to suffer
the loss if MDL was unable to repay its debts.

329 As it turned out, in September, 2008, after the expiry of the first five-year renewal period for
the plaintiff's contract with HBS, Mr. McIsaac negotiated a sale of the assets of MDL to a numbered
company related to its largest trade creditor, GFR Pharma.

Conclusion on Mitigation and Future Loss

330 The direct and indirect benefits received by the plaintiff from the operations of MDL and
Rodeo for the period 2003 through September 30, 2007 in the amount of approximately $915,000
more than offset any damages flowing from the defendant's breach of contract after January 2003.

331 Even if I am wrong in taking into account both the direct and indirect benefits received by
Mr McIsaac in mitigation of his future loss claim, the income and benefits paid by MDL and Rodeo
to the plaintiff during the period 2003 through 2007, in the total amount of $433,720 exceeded the
amount of the plaintiff's future loss claim, which I have assessed at $ 200,000. The plaintiff fully
mitigated any damages for future loss.

Remedy

332 The defendant will pay damages to the plaintiff for breach of contract in the amount of
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$130,000, together with court order interest.

Costs

333 The parties requested leave to make submissions on costs following delivery of this
judgment. The parties may make their submissions on costs either in writing or by telephone
conference arranged through the Registry.

P.J. PEARLMAN J.
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